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ABSTRACT 
NDT (nondestructive testing) and NDE (nondestructive evaluation) are the low-
cost methods with great reliability, sensitivity and high operational speed which involve 
the identification and characterization of damages without cutting apart or altering the 
material. Efficient modeling or simulation can reduce the time cost for experiment with the 
accurate predictions for practical NDE/T problems. This dissertation presents the efficient 
analytical and numerical modeling for the NDE/T problems. 
In the first part, an efficient model is developed to simulate the multilayered biaxial 
anisotropic material with different orientations, which is a popular structure in composites 
that are widely used in the aerospace industry, by using the effective medium theory. We 
analyze the multilayered anisotropic medium with different rotations based on the 
transmission line theory to derive the reflection and transmission coefficients in the matrix 
form. An equivalent model is used to extract the effective permittivity, permeability, and 
orientation angle, for a multilayered biaxial anisotropic medium. Analytical expressions 
for the effective parameters and orientation angle are derived for the low frequency (LF) 
limit. The model also gives a non-magnetic effective anisotropic layer if each layer is non-
magnetic anisotropic dielectric. A good agreement is achieved by comparing the effective 
parameters extracted with and without the low frequency approximation. We show that the 
frequency independent equivalent model is valid for the frequency up to 10 GHz.  
 In the second part, the adaptive cross approximation (ACA) and multilevel 
adaptive cross approximation (MLACA) algorithms are presented to accelerate the 
boundary element method (BEM) for the 3D eddy current NDE problems involving 
arbitrary shapes. The Stratton-Chu formula, which does not have the low frequency 
xv 
breakdown issue, has been selected for the modeling. The equivalent electric and magnetic 
surface currents are expanded with the Rao-Wilton-Glisson (RWG) vector basis functions 
while the normal component of the magnetic field is expanded with pulse basis functions. 
The ACA algorithm has the advantage of purely algebraic and kernel independent. The 
MLACA algorithm compresses the rank deficient matrices with the ACA and the butterfly 
algorithm. We improve the efficiency of the MLACA by truncating the integral kernels 
after a certain distance and applying the multi-stage (level) algorithm adaptively based on 
the criteria for the different operators to further decrease the memory and CPU time 
requirements while keeping almost the same accuracy comparing with the traditional 
MLACA. The proposed method is especially helpful to deal with the large solution domain 
issue of the BEM for the eddy current problems. Numerical predictions are compared with 
the analytical, the semi-analytical predictions, and the experimental results for the 3D eddy 
current NDE problems of practical interests to demonstrate the robustness and efficiency 
of the proposed method.  
 
1 
CHAPTER 1.    INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Effective Medium Model for the Multilayered Anisotropic Media with Rotations  
1.1.1 Research Motivation and Literature Review 
  A lot of materials exhibit the anisotropic behavior such as composites, fibers, crystal, 
wood and so on [1]. Composites are usually made from two or more constituent materials with 
significantly different physical or chemical properties, thus the likelihood of having flaws in 
composite materials is higher than that in metals [1]. Different kinds of composite materials 
perform some common features such as stronger, lighter, less expansive when compared with 
the ttraditional materials [2]. They have a lot of applications such as the housings and casings 
for bridges, buildings, spaceships, autos, sports equipment and so on [3]. Composites are 
especially useful in the aerospace industry because they are good substitutions for the metals 
due to the fact that they are not as electrically conductive as the traditional materials [4]-[5]. 
By now, aircrafts are almost entirely made of composites (carbon reinforced fibers 
composites), or hybrid composites (fiber reinforced metal laminates), or advanced aluminum 
alloys [6].  
The field of NDE (non-destructive evaluation) and NDT (non-destructive testing) 
involves the identification and characterization of damages on the surface and interior of the 
aircraft without cutting apart or otherwise altering the material [7]. The NDE and NDT 
requirements for detecting hidden defects and flaws on the airplanes are driven by the need for 
safety, low-cost methods with great reliability, sensitivity and high operational speed [6]. 
Therefore, it becomes necessary to investigate the electromagnetic interactions with the 
composites. However, electromagnetic modeling of the multilayered anisotropic material 
needs huge CPU time and memory requirements. With the effective medium theory, the 
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multilayered composites can be regarded as a single layer for the permittivity, permeability, 
and orientation which can lead to a significant saving for both CPU time and memory 
requirements. 
Effective medium models have been studied for decades. There are majorly two 
effective modeling approaches, one is based on the same propagation constant and the other 
one is based on the same scattering parameters [8]. In our modeling, the effective medium is 
defined with the same S parameters as the multilayer structure when it is imposed by a plane 
wave [9-12]. With the same S parameters, the effective permittivity, permeability, and rotation 
angle can be extracted.  
In [13], Hu et al. applied the effective medium theory for the normal incidence of the 
plane wave to the isotropic medium. Different models give different equivalents for the 
effective parameters. In [14], Wang et al. applied the effective medium theory for the oblique 
incidence to the isotropic medium. In [15], the effective medium theory is applied for the 
normal incidence to the transition of periodic dielectric to periodic metal objects. While we 
expand the work and apply the effective medium theory for the normal incidence to the 
multilayered anisotropic medium with different orientations. 
1.1.2 Research Work and Contributions 
In Chapter 2, we propose to analyze the multilayered biaxial anisotropic material with 
different orientations based on the transmission line theory to derive the reflection and 
transmission coefficients in a matrix form. We derive the analytical formulas for the 
transmission and reflection coefficients of the single and multilayer anisotropic media with 
different orientations. Using the effective medium theory [13]-[17], we can combine the 
multilayered medium with an equivalent layer to extract the effective permittivity, 
permeability, and orientation angle [9]-[12]. Analytical expressions of the effective parameters 
3 
and orientation angle are derived for the low frequency limit which is the certain range of 
NDT/E. Good agreements are achieved for several multilayered cases by comparing the 
effective parameters extracted with and without the low frequency approximation. We show 
that the frequency-independent equivalent model is valid for frequency up to 10 GHz for the 
total thickness up to several millimeters. 
1.2 ACA/MLACA Based BEM Model for Eddy Current NDE  
1.2.1 Research Motivation and Literature Review 
Eddy current testing (ECT) is used in a variety of industries for the metal inspection 
due to its sensitivity, high operation speed, and repeatability. ECT inspection is the principal 
of electromagnetism based NDT method. Eddy currents are created through electromagnetic 
induction: the alternating current applied to the conductor induces the time-varying magnetic 
field in and around the conductor. The magnetic field expands as the alternating current rises 
to maximum and collapses as the current is reduced to zero. Current will be induced if another 
conductor is placed near the primary one. This current is the eddy current that flows in a 
circular path as shown in Figure 1.1.  
 
 
Figure 1.1   Eddy current distribution induced by the coil on the surface of the plate [18]. 
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ECT usually operates from 100 Hz to 10 MHz. In ECT, an inductive probe carrying an 
alternating current has an impedance that changes when it is placed on a conductor as shown 
in Figure 1.2.  
 
Figure 1.2   Eddy current probe above a conductor with crack.  
 
If there is a crack in the conductor, the crack has a small but measurable effect on the probe 
impedance. ECT works by measuring the impedance change of the probe.  
ECT can be used for crack detection, material thickness measurements, coating 
thickness measurements, and conductivity measurements. It has several advantages such as: 
sensitive to small cracks and other defects, detects surface and near-surface defects, inspection 
gives immediate results, equipment is very portable, test probe does not need to contact the 
part [19].  
Eddy current simulation can reduce the time cost for experiment with the accurate 
predictions for practical nondestructive evaluation (NDE) problems. Based on these benefits, 
the efficient numerical simulation tools have been developed for solving ECT problems. ECT 
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can be simulated by a variety of methods which include the analytical, the semi-analytical and 
the numerical methods. Analytical solutions only work for a few canonical geometries [19]. 
Semi-analytical methods, such as the truncated region eigenfunction expansion (TREE) 
method [20], solve the certain structural problems in the truncated dimension with a series 
expansion of eigenfunctions.  
Numerical methods are more flexible to handle general probe-flaw interaction 
problems. Based on the type of the equations described by the problems, the numerical 
methods can be categorized into solving the differential equations and solving the integral 
equations. The finite element method (FEM) which solves the differential equations is popular 
in eddy current NDE because it is easier to implement compared with the integral equation 
solvers [21]. However, FEM usually consumes large computational resources due to the fact 
that it needs to discretize the whole solution domain with the volume meshes.  
The advantage of the integral equation method is that the Green’s function is an exact 
propagator that propagates a field from point A to point B, thus there is no grid dispersion error 
of the kind that exists in numerical differential methods where the field is propagated via a 
numerical grid [22]. For the integral equations method, the boundary element method (BEM) 
and volume element method (VEM) have been introduced in eddy current NDE problems [23-
25]. Coupled VEM-BEM has advantages for the ECT configurations involving both the narrow 
and volumetric flaws at the same time [26].  
 BEM has many advantages for solving eddy current NDE problems. One of them is 
that only the surfaces of considered domains need to be discretized with the result that nearly 
arbitrary shaped configurations can be modeled. However, for electrically large scale problems 
or the ones with large solution domain, BEM leads to a huge memory requirement and 
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computational time with an iterative solver having a complexity  2O N  , where N  is the 
number of unknowns.  
There are a number of efficient algorithms to accelerate the BEM. Among them, the 
multilevel fast multipole algorithm (MLFMA), which is based on the addition theorem for 
spherical harmonics, is one of the most efficient with the complexity  logO N N   for both the 
memory and computational costs [27]. However, the implementation of the MLFMA needs to 
deal with the kernel functions of the integral equations which lacks generality.  
 Lots of rank based methods, which have the advantage of kernel independence, have 
been proposed to accelerate the BEM [28-31]. These methods are purely algebraic and 
compress the rank deficient matrices generated from the well-separated blocks. To name a few, 
the UV method [28], the H-matrix method [29], the matrix decomposition algorithm (MDA) 
[30] and the adaptive cross approximation (ACA) method [31]. The ACA algorithm was first 
proposed by Bebendorf [31] and introduced in eddy current by Smajic et al. [32] and extended 
to deal with the electromagnetic compatibility related problems by Zhao et al. [33]. For the 
UV method, it needs to make the rank table first then applies it to decompress the impedance 
matrix. For the MDA, it generates the equivalent sources for matrix compression. While for 
the ACA algorithm, it is unnecessary to calculate the whole matrix. Instead, it adaptively 
calculates the required elements from the selected rows and columns.   
 Some techniques have been made to further improve the performance of ACA 
algorithm. Submatrices are further compressed by the QR factorization and singular value 
decomposition in [34]. The sparsified ACA shows a considerable gain in the efficiency over 
the ACA by approximating the original sub-blocks with sub-sampling of the original basis 
functions belonging to either subdomain [35]. The multilevel adaptive cross approximation 
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(MLACA) is also an efficient method to compress the far block interaction matrices and has 
been applied to large target electromagnetic scattering problems [36-37]. In [38], the 
directional grouping scheme is used to further improve the efficiency of the MLACA. As with 
the ACA, the MLACA has the advantage such as kernel independence and is purely algebraic.  
1.2.2 Research Work and Contributions 
In Chapter 3 and 4, we apply the BEM based ACA algorithm method to eddy current 
NDE problems which are usually at the low frequency. We implement the Stratton-Chu 
formula which does not have the low frequency breakdown issue. With the flat triangle meshes 
of the object, we expand the equivalent electric and magnetic surface currents in terms of Rao-
Wilton-Glisson (RWG) [39] vector basis functions while the normal component of the 
magnetic field is expanded in terms of pulse basis functions [40].  
We apply the ACA to accelerate the impedance matrix generated from the BEM. Two 
trees are built for basis functions individually which are applied for four kinds of matrices’ 
structures of nine matrices generated from the Stratton-Chu formula. With the help of grouping 
the basis functions based on trees, we subdivide the object into diagonal-block, near-block, 
and far-block interactions. ACA algorithm is applied for the far-block interactions which are 
numerically rank-deficient matrices while the near-block interactions and the diagonal ones 
have to be computed as dense matrices by the BEM. We also propose the modified ACA 
(MACA) which can save more memory while keeping almost the same accuracy. Eddy current 
NDE problems are considered to show the good performance of our algorithm.  
Different from [32] [41] which also applied the ACA to the eddy current problems, our 
proposed method is the BEM with the Stratton-Chu formula based ACA method. The 
conductive sphere in the homogeneous magnetic field case was studied in [32], while our 
Stratton-Chu formula based BEM are capable of modeling flat-faces triangle approximations 
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of arbitrary geometries with less boundary condition errors [39] and is accelerated by the ACA 
algorithm method to solve the common and practical eddy current NDE problems. In [41], it 
uses the coupled BEM-FEM based ACA method to deal with the partial differential equations 
for the magnetostatic problems while our problems are solved with the integral equation at the 
low frequency even static limit which is applicable to the open-region problems with less 
number of unknowns and more accurate as compared with the coupled BEM-FEM. What’s 
more, we propose the MACA for more storage saving while keeping almost the same accuracy.  
In Chapter 5, we propose the MLACA to accelerate the BEM for the 3D arbitrary 
shaped eddy current NDE problems. Near and diagonal block interactions, at the finest level, 
need to be computed and stored as full matrices in implementing the BEM. The MLACA uses 
the butterfly algorithm [30] and the ACA algorithm with the truncated integral kernels after a 
certain distance [42-43] to approximate the well separated far block interactions. Different 
stages (levels) MLACA can be selected adaptively based on the criteria to approximate the far 
block interactions at all levels. As for the BEM modeling of the eddy current NDE problems, 
a large solution domain is usually needed which increases the number of unknowns. MLACA 
with the truncated integral kernels (TMLACA) is especially useful for the eddy current NDE 
problems with the large solution domain and results in less computational cost while keeping 
almost the same accuracy.    
In contrast to [36-38], we apply the MLACA to low frequency eddy current NDE 
problems. To the best of our knowledge, MLACA has never been applied to the low frequency 
eddy current problems which need to deal with both the low frequency breakdown and the 
large solution domain issues. Hence, one of the objectives of this work is to report the 
implementations of the MLACA for the electrically small NDE problems. What’s more, we 
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optimize the MLACA with the integral kernel truncations and adaptively apply the multi-stage 
(level) algorithm based on the criteria for different operators to improve the efficiency of the 
traditional MLACA. It is also the first time that the multilevel fast algorithm shows its 
advantages in the modeling of the eddy current NDE problems.  
1.3 Dissertation Outline 
The outline of the dissertation is:  
In Chapter 2, we apply the effective medium theory to the multilayered biaxial 
anisotropic media with different orientations. We derive the reflection and transmission 
coefficients for the equivalent layer and multilayers in the matrix form based on the 
transmission line theory. The effective parameters are derived analytically with the low 
frequency (LF) approximation for the NDT/E applications. Several numerical cases are shown 
to compare the extracted parameters with and without the low frequency limit to demonstrate 
the efficiency of our model.  Equation Chapter (Next) Section 1 
In Chapter 3, the eddy current NDE problems are formulated by the boundary integral 
equations (BIE) and discretized into the matrix equations by the boundary element method 
(BEM) or the method of moments (MoM). We select the Stratton-Chu formula, which does 
not have the low frequency breakdown issue, for modeling the ECT problems. The low 
frequency and high conductivity approximation is applied to simplify the equations and reduce 
the number of unknowns in the BEM. We also discuss the importance of the application of the 
fast algorithms to efficiently solve the large scale problems.  
In Chapter 4, we apply the ACA algorithm to accelerate solving the impedance matrix 
generated from the BEM. With the help of grouping the basis functions based on the tree 
structure, we subdivide the object into the diagonal-block, the near-block, and the far-block 
interactions. ACA algorithm is applied for the far-block interactions which are numerically 
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rank-deficient matrices while the near-block interactions and the diagonal ones have to be 
computed as the dense matrices by the BEM. We also propose the modified ACA (MACA) 
which can save more memory while keeping almost the same accuracy. Good performances 
are shown with testing several ECT problems. Equation Chapter (Next) Section 1 
In Chapter 5, we propose the MLACA to accelerate the BEM for the 3D arbitrary 
shaped eddy current NDE problems. The MLACA uses the butterfly algorithm and the ACA 
algorithm with the truncated integral kernels after a certain distance to approximate the well 
separated far block interactions. Different stages (levels) MLACA can be selected adaptively 
based on the criteria to approximate the far block interactions at all levels. MLACA with the 
truncated integral kernels (TMLACA) is especially useful for the eddy current NDE problems 
with the large solution domain and results in less computational cost while keeping almost the 
same accuracy.   







CHAPTER 2.    EFFECTIVE MEDIUM MODEL FOR THE MULTILAYERED 
ANISOTROPIC MEDIA WITH ROTATIONS 
2.1 Introduction  
In this chapter, we apply the effective medium theory to the multilayered biaxial 
anisotropic media with different orientations. Firstly, we derive the reflection and transmission 
coefficients for the equivalent layer and the multilayers in the matrix form based on the 
transmission line theory. Then we introduce the effective medium model that we selected. 
Effective parameters including the permittivity, permeability, and rotation angle are extracted. 
Finally, the effective parameters are derived analytically with the low frequency (LF) 
approximation for the NDT/E applications. Several numerical cases are shown to compare the 
extracted parameters with and without the low frequency limit. Good agreements are achieved 
to demonstrate the accuracy of our efficient model.  
2.2 Reflection and Transmission Coefficients  
Multilayered composites can be modeled as shown in Figure 2.1. The model of the 
multilayered biaxial anisotropic media with different orientations equalizes to an equivalent 
one-layer model. A plane wave travels at the normal direction ( z  direction) and polarizes in 
-x y  plane. A global Cartesian coordinate - -x y z  is used in the two half-spaces and local 
coordinate - -x y z   with nx  rotating n  from x  for each layer between two half-spaces. The 
relative permeability and permittivity of each biaxial anisotropic layer can be expressed in 
tensor form as diag( , , ), diag( , , )n xn yn zn n xn yn zn      μ ε . 
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Figure 2.1  Multilayered biaxial anisotropic media and its equivalent single layer model.  
 
2.2.1 Reflection and Transmission for Equivalent Layer 
For the equivalent layer model, suppose the electromagnetic field propagates in z 
direction with the electric field polarized in x and y directions as shown in Figure 2.1. We can 
get the reflection and transmission coefficient matrices by expressing the electromagnetic 
fields in all three regions.  
The incident electric field polarized in y direction with the magnetic field propagating 
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where xyR , yyR , yyT , xyT  are the reflection and transmission coefficients for the incident 
electric field polarized in y direction. A, B, C, D represent the coefficients of the waves in the 
Region 1 propagating in +z and –z directions. 0  and 0  are the permittivity and permeability 
in the free space. 0 0 0     is the wavenumber and 0 0 0    is the impedance in the 
free space. In the effective media with the thickness d, the wavenumber p  and the wave 
impedance p  can be expressed as 
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Then we match the boundary condition that the tangential components of the 
electromagnetic fields are continuous. The reflection and transmission coefficients for the 
incident electric field polarized in y direction can be solved. Similarly, we can express the 
incident electric field polarized in x direction with the magnetic field and get the reflection and 
transmission coefficients as xxR , yxR , yxT , xxT .  
The total reflection coefficient and transmission coefficient are 2 by 2 matrices and are 
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pA  and pB  are the same as the reflection and transmission coefficients derived using isotropic 
layer with p   and p  [13]. td  is the total thickness.  
2.2.2 Reflection and Transmission for Multilayers 
The first method to derive the reflection and transmission matrices is similar to the 
transmission line theory. For region n (1 to N), 1n nz z z   , there are two types of propagation 
modes in the local coordinate 
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where  0 diag ,n nx ny Z  ,  diag ,n nx ny β  , , 1n nR   is the 2 by 2 reflection matrix in 
region n at 1nz  .  
The fields also can be written in the global coordinate 
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  The relation between the electric and magnetic fields at 1nz z   is  
 1 0 , 1 1( ) ( )n n n n n nz zE Z H

     (2.11) 
, 1n nZ

  is the input impedance at 1nz z  . Submitting (2.7) and (2.8) into (2.11) yields 
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where  diag 1,1I   and matrix multiplications are involved. At nz z , similarly, we have  
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It is found that 
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where 1n n nd z z  . At the interface, the tangential components of both the electric and 
magnetic fields should be continuous. Using the equations above, we find the impedance 
matrices at two sides and the field components as 
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In Region 0, which is the half-space for the incident wave, the electric field is written 
as 
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where 0,1R R
  is the reflection matrix defined at 1z z  and can be calculated recursively 
using (2.15), (2.12) and (2.14) with , 1 ( 1)0N N NZ Z I

   . 
   In the half-space Region 1N  , the electric field is written as 
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Using (2.16) recursively, the total transmission matrix defined at 1Nz z   is represented as 
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where 1 0 10,N Nd O O I    . 
Another method to get the total reflection and transmission coefficients for the 
multilayers can follow the approach in [45]. The basic idea is to calculate the reflection and 
transmission coefficients from an interface between two half-spaces and then get the total 
reflection and transmission coefficients recursively. 
When Regions n and 1n  are half-space, the electric and magnetic fields at the 
interface are written in local coordinates as 
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Matching the boundary conditions at the interface using the global coordinate yields 
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The half-space reflection and transmission coefficients are found as 
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It can be verified that the reflection matrix is symmetrical, but the transmission matrix 
is not in general, and 
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The total reflection and transmission coefficients in [45] can be written as 
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2.3 Effective Medium Model  
There are two effective medium modeling approaches, one is the model based on the 
same propagation constant and the other one is based on the same scattering parameter. Both 
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approaches make the multilayer media equivalent to the effective medium when considering 
the effective constants. In our model, the effective medium is defined with the same S 
parameters as the multilayer structure when it is imposed by a plane wave.   
Basing on the same reflection and transmission coefficients for the single equivalent 
layer and multilayers, we express e  and S parameters ( pA  and pB ) as functions of the 
reflection and transmission coefficients of the multilayer structures. 
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where  , 1,
2xy yx xy yx xy xy yx
R R T T T T T    , the “ ” is for x- and y- component, respectively. 
2.4 Effective Parameters Extraction 
Effective parameters extraction is a critical step to achieve the effective constants such 
as the effective permeability, permittivity, and rotation angle for the model based on the same 
S parameter. Passive media requirement can be used to solve the multiple value (branch cut) 
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issue [9-12], the passive media requirement is that the intrinsic impedance should have a 
positive real part and the refraction index should have a negative imaginary part.  
Assume the S parameters are achieved, the following equations can be used to get the 
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Then 
 / ,per p p per p pn n       (2.39) 
The flowchart summarizing the procedure to get S parameter and extract the effective 
constant is shown in Figure. 2.2.  
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Figure 2.2 Flowchart for effective parameters extraction. 
 
2.5 Low Frequency Approximation  
For the low frequency limit, we follow a procedure similar to the isotropic case in [13]. 
When 1np nd  , applying Taylor series expansion to (2.14) and (2.19) and taking the first-
order approximation yield 
 n nj d n ne jd
β I β     (2.40) 
The details of the derivations are shown in appendix A. Finally, each component of the 
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  (2.42) 
where  diag ,n rny rnx rnx rny       ,  diag ,n rny rnx rnx rny   s    .  
Let the reflection and transmission matrices for the single equivalent layer at the low 
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Here, although there are two kinds of expression for effective angle, the relative difference 
between real parts of these two angles is as small as about 1%  at frequency up to 10 GHz.        
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 If we consider all layers are the same but with the different orientations, then (2.43) – 
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which is the same as the result reported in [16]. 
The z-component of the effective permittivity and permeability of the multilayered 
biaxial media can be found [13] 
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2.6 Numerical Results  
In this section, we use the numerical tests to show the good performance of our method. 
All the numerical tests are done by comparing the extracted effective parameters without the 
low frequency approximation with the ones derived with the low frequency approximation. 
The first case investigated is a two-layer composite. Figure 2.3 plots the real part of the 
relative permittivity and permeability of the equivalent single layer model from the two-layer 
biaxial media. Both results with the low frequency limit and without the approximation are 
given. The frequency ranges from 1	MHz to	10	GHz. The effective permeability is very close 
to the one for non-magnetic material. The differences between the low frequency limit and 
without the approximation are shown in Figure 2.4 at 5 GHz for different angles between the 
two layers of biaxial materials. Our numerical results show that the frequency-independent 
low-frequency model has very good agreement comparing with the one without the 















(a)    Relative permittivity in x direction. 
 
 


















































(c)    Relative permeability in x and y directions. 
Figure 2.3   Real part of the relative permittivity and permeability of the equivalent model with 
and without the low frequency approximation. 0 0 02 , 4 , ,x y x y         
1 2 1 20.375 mm, 0, 45 .d d        
 
Figure 2.4  Relative difference in the real part of effective parameters with and without the low 
frequency approximation for different angles between two layers. 1 2 0.375 mm,d d 
































































The second case investigated is the four-layer non-magnetic medium. Figure 2.5 plots 
the real and imaginary parts of the relative permittivity and permeability extracted from the 
reflection and transmission coefficients with the same thickness, same rotation angles and 
different relative permittivity (with same loss tangent in four layers) and permeability in x  and 
y  directions. Results with and without the low frequency approximation are given. The 
frequency ranges from 10 MHz to 20 GHz. The real part of the relative effective permeability 
is close to one (the relative permeability with the low frequency limit is one in both x  and y  
directions) and has nearly 1% difference at frequency up to 10 GHz. The effective permittivity 
also works up to 10 GHz. At the low frequency range, the imaginary part of relative 
permeability is zero and the imaginary part of relative permittivity is negative due to loss. 
When the frequency goes up, the relative permittivity and permeability would have imaginary 















(a) Real part of the relative permittivity in x and y directions. 
 
 





(c) Real and imaginary parts of the relative permeability in x and y directions. 
Figure 2.5 Real and imaginary parts of the relative permittivity and permeability of the 
equivalent model with and without the low frequency approximation for 4-layer biaxial non-
magnetic media.      2, 4 1, 3 1, 3, 2, 43 1 0.01 , 4 1 0.01 , 2 1 0.01 ,x x y y x x y yj j j       
1,2,3,4 1,2,3,40.375 mm, 30 , 30 .ed        
 
Figure 2.6 plots the real part of the relative permittivity and permeability extracted from 
the reflection and transmission coefficients with the same thickness, different rotation angles 
and different relative permittivity and permeability in x and y directions. Again, there is a very 
good agreement for the relative dielectric constants and the effective angle between the low 
frequency approximation and without it. The real part of the relative effective permeability is 
almost one for frequency up to several GHz. Comparing with the low frequency approximation 



































(c) Effective angle. 
Figure 2.6  Real part of the relative permittivity and permeability of the equivalent model with 
and without the low frequency approximation for different 4-layer biaxial non-magnetic media. 
1,2,3,4 1,4 2,3 2, 40.375 mm, 30 , 60 , 3,x xd         1, 3 1, 3, 2, 44, 2.y y x x y y    
 
The last composite structure investigated is the six-layer non-magnetic medium. Figure 
2.7 plots the real and imaginary parts of the relative permittivity and permeability extracted 
from the reflection and transmission coefficients with the same thickness, same rotation angles 
and different relative permittivity (with same loss tangent in six layers) and permeability in x 
and y directions. The frequency ranges from 10 MHz to 20 GHz. 
From Figure 2.7 (a) and (b), the good performance of the real part of the relative 
permittivity for both x  and y  directions can be observed. Up to a frequency of 20 GHz, the 
relative difference is 0.86% and 0.6% separately.  From Figure 2.7 (c) and (d), the imaginary 
part of the relative permittivity and permeability in both x  and y  directions are plotted. The 
real part of the relative permeability is close to one and has nearly 1% difference at frequency 
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up to 20 GHz. At the low frequency, the imaginary part of the relative permittivity is negative 
due to loss and the imaginary part of relative permeability is zero. When the frequency goes 
up, the relative permittivity and permeability would have the imaginary parts with opposite 

































(d) Relative permeability in x and y directions. 
Figure 2.7   Real and imaginary parts of the relative permittivity and permeability of the 
equivalent model with and without the low frequency approximation for 6-layer biaxial non-
magnetic media.    1,2,3,4,5,6 1, 3, 5 2, 4, 60.375 mm, 4 1 0.01 , 3 1 0.01 ,x x x x x xd j j     







2.7 Summary  
In this chapter, we present an efficient method to model the multilayered composites 
using the effective medium theory. Multilayered biaxial anisotropic composites with different 
orientations are regarded as an equivalent medium in this method. The effective medium is 
defined with the same S parameters as the multilayer structure when it is imposed by a plane 
wave.  The reflection and transmission coefficients for the equivalent layer and multilayers in 
matrix form based on transmission line theory are derived analytically. The passive media 
requirement can be used to solve the multiple value (branch cut) issue to extract the effective 
constants. Analytical formulations for the effective permittivity, permeability and angles are 
derived in detail with the low frequency limit for the NDT/E application. Extracted effective 
parameters and angles without the low frequency approximation are compared with the ones 
with the low frequency limit. By testing several multilayer composites, good performances are 
shown for our frequency independent model for frequency up to 10 GHz.   
Equation Chapter 3 Section 1 
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CHAPTER 3.    BOUNDARY ELEMENT METHOD FOR EDDY CURRENT 
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION  
3.1 Introduction  
In this chapter, a boundary integral equation (BIE) method in three dimensions (3D) is 
shown for eddy current NDE. The eddy current NDE problems are formulated by BIE and 
discretized into matrix equations by the boundary element method (BEM) or method of 
moments (MoM). We select the Stratton-Chu formula which does not have the low frequency 
breakdown issue for modeling the ECT problems [40]. The equivalent electric and magnetic 
surface currents are expanded with Rao-Wilton-Glisson (RWG) vector basis functions while 
the normal component of the magnetic field is expanded with pulse basis functions. A low 
frequency and high conductivity approximation is applied to simplify the equations and 
reduces the number of unknowns in BEM. Auld’s impedance formula [46] are introduced. This 
chapter sets the stage for the application of the fast algorithms to efficiently solve the ECT 
problems.  
3.2 Boundary Element Method  
Boundary element method (BEM) is a numerical computational method of solving the 
linear partial differential equations which have been formulated as the integral equations. The 
term “boundary element method” denotes any method for the approximate numerical solution 
of these boundary integral equations [47]. The approximate solution of the boundary value 
problem obtained by BEM has the distinguishing feature that it is an exact solution of the 
differential equation in the domain and is parametrized by a finite set of parameters living on 
the boundary. The boundary element method attempts to use the given boundary condition to 
fit boundary values into the integral equation, rather than values throughout the space defined 
by a partial differential equation. Once this is done, in the post-processing stage, the integral 
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equation can then be used again to calculate the solution directly at any desired point in the 
interior of the solution domain [47].  
The BEM has some advantages over other numerical methods such as finite element 
method (FEM) and finite differences method (FDM) [47]. Firstly, only the boundary of the 
domain needs to be discretized, especially in two dimensions where the boundary is just a 
curve. Secondly, the exterior problems with unbounded domains but bounded boundaries are 
handled as easily as interior problems. Thirdly, in some applications, the physically relevant 
data are given not by the solution in the interior of the domain but rather by the boundary 
values of the solution or its derivatives. Finally, the solution in the interior of the domain is 
approximated with a rather high convergence rate and moreover, the same rate of convergence 
holds for all derivatives of any order of the solution in the domain. 
In the computation process, BEM reduces an integral equation into a system of linear 
equations. Then, the unknown functions are expanded by known basis functions. The integral 
equation is evaluated by the weighting or testing functions. The last step is to solve the matrix 
equation.  
Suppose the integral equation is given as 
    Lu x f x   (3.1) 
where L  is an operator which may be differential, integral or integro-differential, f  is the 
known excitation or source function, and u  is the field or response, the unknown function to 
be determined [48].   
For the BEM, the operator is a surface integral. When the BEM is applied to the integral 
equation (3.1), the first step is to expand the unknown function  u x  with known basis 
functions  
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u x u b x

   (3.2) 
where nu  is unknown coefficients and nb  is known basis functions. The integral equation is 
expressed as a summation of integral equations with basis functions 





Lu x u Lb x
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   (3.3) 
The second step is to evaluate the integral equation using weighting or testing functions 
 mt x   




m m n n m
n
dxt x Lu x dxt x u Lb x dxt x f x m N

       (3.4) 
The Galerkin’s method sets the testing functions the same as the basis functions.  
We have the matrix equation 
 Au f   (3.5) 
where  
  1 2, ,...,
T
Nu u u u   (3.6) 
  1 2, ,...,
T
Nf f f f   (3.7) 
           The third step is to evaluate the moment matrix elements  
    m mf dxt x f x    (3.8) 
    mn m nA dxt x Lb x    (3.9) 
The final step is to solve the matrix equation for the unknowns and obtain the 
parameters of interest.  
Once the matrix equation is obtained, a lot of methods can be used to solve it. The 
simplest method of solving the matrix system is by using the direct inversion solvers or non-
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iterative solvers such as the Gaussian elimination, LUD (lower-upper triangular 
decomposition), SVD (singular value decomposition), and so on [49]. The advantages of direct 
solver are its stability, robustness, and ability to handle multiple right-hand-sides.  The 
disadvantage is the high complexity: with N unknowns, the matrix filling time grows as 
 2O N  and all the matrix elements have to be stored in the computer with the memory of 2N  
elements which cost large CPU resources when the number of unknowns is large [48].  
Another way of solving matrix systems is by using the iterative solver. This method 
allows one to solve a matrix system by performing a small number of matrix-vector multiplies 
at each iteration. As one can produce the matrix-vector product without generating or storing 
the matrix, the method can be made matrix free, greatly reducing the storage requirements [22]. 
There are plenty of iterative solvers such as CG (conjugate gradient), GMRES (generalized 
minimal residual), QMR (quasi-minimal residual) and so on [22].  
In Figure 3.1 [48], we can find the memory and CPU time costs for different 





(a) Memory requirement for real double precision or complex single precision. 
 
 
(b) CPU time for 1 GFLOPS (giga floating-point operations per second) computer. 
Figure 3.1 Memory and CPU time requirements for different complexities with the increase in 
the number of unknowns [48]. 
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For the BEM, it needs to store the whole matrix with the complexity  2O N , and 
 2O N  operations in each iteration for iterative solver with matrix-vector multiplication. It 
creates a computational challenge for both the memory and CPU time costs when the problem 
size is large. The fast and efficient BEM based solvers become highly critical to overcome the 
challenge of solving large scale NDT/E problems. The details of the fast algorithms will be 
discussed in the following chapters. 
3.3 Rao-Wilton-Glisson Basis Functions  
One popular kind of basis or expansion functions is the Rao-Wilton-Glisson (RWG) 
function which was published in 1982 [39]. Its structure is similar to the roof-top basis function 
for connecting quads, but the ending edges merge as nodes. There is no accumulation of charge 
on the edge as the normal component of the current on the common edge is continuous from 
triangle to triangle. To implement this basis function, the surface of the object needs to be 
discretized into small triangle elements. After the object is meshed, the RWG basis functions 
can be described. The RWG basis function straddles two adjacent triangles and hence its 





Figure 3.2   The geometry description and the current flowing on a RWG basis function [39, 
48]. 
 


























  (3.10) 
where nl  is the edge length of the contiguous edge between the two triangles, nA
  is the area 
of the respective triangles, n
ρ  is the vector from the point to the apex of the respective triangles, 
and nT
  is the support of the respective triangles.  
The RWG basis function is a vector function which represents the current that flows 
from one triangle to another via the contiguous edge. It means that there is one RWG basis 
function for the common edge of two contiguous triangles.  


































   (3.12) 
From (3.11)-(3.12), it can be observed that each RWG basis has equal but opposite 
charge on the two triangles and the net charge for each RWG basis is zero. For the proper usage 
of RWG basis function to reside on the surface of the object, the object needs to be meshed 
with good triangles which means that the edges of adjacent triangles must be matched, and no 
node is in the middle of the edges.  
The RWG basis function is very popular for a simple reason that arbitrary surfaces can 
be approximated fairly well with triangulated surfaces in considering about the triangle is a 
simplex for a 2 dimensional manifold (while a line segment is a simplex for a line and a 
tetrahedron is a simplex for a volume). Another reason is its simplicity that it is of the lowest 
order, is divergence conforming function and is defined on a pair of triangles [22].  
3.4 BEM for Eddy Current NDE 
3.4.1 Stratton-Chu Formula 
We start with the general version of the Stratton-Chu formula which explicitly contains 
the normal components of the surface fields [50] 
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  (3.14) 
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where incE  and incH  are the incident electromagnetic fields, S  is the boundary of the domain 
of interest, , Sr r  are the field and source points respectively,   is the angular frequency, 
,   are the permeability and permittivity, n̂  is the unit normal direction pointing towards 
solution domain,   is the gradient with respect to r , ( , )G r r  is the Green function which is 
 -( , ) 4 -jkG e   r rr r r r  and k  is the wavenumber. 
3.4.2 Low Frequency and High Conductivity Approximation 
In the frequency range of eddy current testing, because the displacement currents in the 
metal test pieces are negligible compared with conducting currents, we can do the low 
frequency approximation to the external region which is given in [40]. 
Electromagnetic fields in Region 1 and Region 2 are shown in Figure 3.3 
 
 
Figure 3.3   Electromagnetic fields inside and outside a closed surface S. 
 
As shown in Figure 3.3, Region 1 is the free space and Region 2 is the metal with high 
conductivity. For Region 1, since 1ˆ ˆn n  and 1 1( , ) ( , )G G    r r r r  and for Region 2, since 
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2
ˆ ˆ n n  and 2 2( , ) ( , )G G    r r r r , for eddy current problems with low frequency  , 
(3.13) and (3.14) can be written as [40] 
    1 1 1 1ˆ ˆ( ) ( ) 1 ( , ) ( ) ( , ) ( )inc
S S
G dS G dS             H r H r r r n B r r r n H r    (3.15) 
  2 2 2 2ˆ ˆ( ) ( , ) ( ) ( , ) ( )
S S
j G dS G dS            E r r r n H r r r n E r    (3.16) 
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H r r r n E r
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

  (3.17) 
where 2 0 2r j j           and 2 1 1 2 1ˆ ˆ ˆ n E n E n E    , because of the high 
conductivity and the low frequency. 
We introduce the equivalent electric and magnetic surface currents to make the 
equations more compact 
    ˆS  J r n H r   (3.18) 
     ˆS  M r E r n   (3.19) 
where    1H r H r .  
Equations (3.15) and (3.17) are multiplied by 1 1 1    to balance the impedance 
matrix, then (3.15) to (3.17) can be written as [40] 
   1 1 1 1 1 1 1ˆ( ) ( ) 1 ( , ) ( ) ( , )inc S
S S
G dS G dS               H r H r r r n B r r r J r   (3.20) 
    2 2 2 1 2 2( ) ( , ) ( , )S S
S S
jk G dS G dS           E r r r J r r r M r    (3.21) 
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  (3.22) 
Let the observation point r  approaches surface S and then take the cross product of 
equation (3.20), (3.21) and the dot product of equation (3.22) with n̂  yields [40] 
      1 1 11 ˆ ˆ ˆ ( )2
inc
S n SB      J r n R n K J n H r   (3.23) 








    M r n L J n K M   (3.24) 
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1 1 1
1
ˆ ˆ ˆ 0




   n L M n K J n R      (3.25) 
where nB  is defined as   1 1ˆnB   n B r   and the operators L, K, R  are defined as [40] 
      j j
S
G dS   L X r, r X r   (3.26) 
      . .j j
S
PV G dS    K X r, r X r   (3.27) 
      . .j n j n
S
X PV G X dS   R r, r r   (3.28) 
3.4.3 BEM Implementation  
We follow the BEM steps mentioned in Section 3.2. Firstly, we use the known basis 
functions to expand the unknowns. We use the RWG vector basis functions [39] to expand the 
tangential components of the electric and magnetic fields while the normal component of the 
magnetic field is expanded in terms of pulse basis functions as 




S n n S n nn n
a c
 







  r   (3.30) 
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where  nΛ r  is the RWG basis,  nb r  is the pulse basis for triangle nT , eN  is the total 
number of edges and pN  is the total number of triangles.    
Secondly, we apply Galerkin’s method, (3.23) (3.24) are tested with  mΛ r  and (3.25) 
is tested with  mb r . After using Galerkin’s method, the discretized impedance matrix of the 
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  (3.31) 
where subscript 1,2i   stand for Medium 1 (air) or Medium 2 (metal), the superscript   and 
n  denote the cross or dot products with normal unit vector n̂ , and give the tangential and 
normal components, respectively, 1/c c k  . 
The discretized form of BEM matrix has seven nonzero matrices with four kinds of 
dimensions (number of edges by number of edges, number of patches by number of edges, 
number of edges by number of patches, and number of patches by number of patches). 
The expanding terms in the matrix are shown [40]: 




T dS  Λ r Λ r   (3.32) 
    
m
mn m n mn m
T
D dSb b A   r r   (3.33) 





V dS     Λ r n H r   (3.34) 
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      ˆ ,
m n
jmn m j n
S S
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      ˆ ,
m n
n
jmn m j n
T S
K dSb G dS     r n r r Λ r   (3.36) 
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n
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      ˆ ,
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S T
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      ˆ ,
m n
n
jmn m j n
T T
R dSb G b dS    r n r r r   (3.40) 
In (3.31), D  is a diagonal matrix, T  is a diagonal-dominant sparse matrix, L  is the electric 
(magnetic) field due to the electric (magnetic) current directly, K  is the electric (magnetic) 
field due to the magnetic (electric) current, and R  is the electric (magnetic) field due to the 
electric (magnetic) charge. The dimensions of each matrix are due to the number of basis and 
testing functions. The total number of unknowns is 2 e pN N .  The matrix equations are solved 
using iterative solvers like GMRES. The preconditioners, which are detailed in [40], can be 
used to reduce the number of iterations.  
3.5 Auld’s Impedance Formula 
The original development of eddy current probes for defect detection and material 
characterization was based on circuit concepts [51]. The traditional approach to probe 
modeling used an equivalent circuit model to provide a qualitative description of probe 
performance, but it could not provide the quantitative information about the defect and liftoff 
signals, or about the effect on these signals of changes in the defect and probe geometries [52]. 
The first step beyond this concept was taken by Burrows [53], who first introduced the use of 
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reciprocity in eddy current probe analysis. He developed a quantitative equivalent circuit 
model for defects consisting of small ellipsoidal inclusions and voids [53].  
Burrows’ analysis, which was applied to both single coil (one-port) and drive/pickup 
coil (two-port) probe geometries, was an important advance in eddy current probe modeling. 
But the model had shortcomings that it applied rigorously only to ellipsoidal defects and then 
only if the defect was so small that it lay in an essentially uniform region of the probe field 
[51]. These difficulties can be overcome by treating the probe/defect interaction as an 
electromagnetic field problem rather than a circuit problem. 
Later applications of Lorentz reciprocity relation to probe modeling were based on the 
concepts of microwave circuit theory [54-55]. In [56], Bahr analyzes microwave frequency 
regime eddy current detection in a two-port waveguide driven system, Auld analyzes a one-
port microwave ferrite resonator probe, and Zaman et al. [57] analyzes a one-port coil probe. 
Their results generalize Burrows’ work and define the electromagnetic boundary value 
problems that must be solved to evaluate the impedance change.  
Having a model that accurately predicts the impedance change of the probe is a 
prerequisite to the satisfactory performance of eddy current diagnostics. First, such a model 
should provide a solution to the forward problem which is a quantitative analysis of probe 
response to defects of all types. Secondly, the model should be formulated so as to facilitate 
the development of solutions to the inverse problem which is the quantitative characterization 
of the particular defect from measurements of changes in the eddy current probe impedance as 
the probe is scanned over the defect. Finally, a satisfactory model should also accurately 
predict probe impedance changes due to the liftoff and tilt variation as the probe is scanned 
over a metal surface [51]. 
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We focus on the surface integral equations for the homogenous conductive medium 
with a closed surface in eddy current NDE. The integral surface S is any surface enclosing the 
unflawed conductor or flawed conductor. The impedance change in the presence of the 
conductor (flawed or unflawed) is directly calculated corresponding to the isolated probe coil 
and the impedance variation due to a defect is the difference between the impedance changes 
of unflawed and flawed cases [51]. 
 We simplify the Auld’s formula for the impedance change in the surface integral form, 




Z Z Z dS
I
       S SH M E J    (3.41) 
where incE  and incH  are the incident probe fields, I  is the probe terminal current, Z  is the 
impedance of the coil in the presence of the flawed conductor and 0Z  is the coil impedance in 
the presence of a similar but unflawed conductor.  
3.6 Summary  
In this chapter, a boundary integral equation (BIE) method in three dimensions is 
shown for eddy current NDE. The eddy current NDE problems are formulated by the low- 
frequency-breakdown-free Stratton-Chu formula and discretized into the matrix equations by 
the boundary element method (BEM). The equivalent electric and magnetic surface currents 
are expanded with Rao-Wilton-Glisson (RWG) vector basis functions while the normal 
component of the magnetic field is expanded with pulse basis functions. A low frequency and 
high conductivity approximation is applied to simplify the equations and reduces the number 
of unknowns in BEM. Auld’s impedance formula is introduced. This model sets a stage for the 
fast algorithms to efficiently solve the ECT problems.   Equation Chapter (Next) Section 1 
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CHAPTER 4.    ADAPTIVE CROSS APPROXIMATION ALGORITHM BASED 
BEM  
4.1 Introduction  
The eddy current NDE problems are formulated by the BIE and discretized into matrix 
equations by the boundary element method (BEM) in Chapter 3. In this chapter, the fast 
algorithm is applied to accelerate solving the discretized matrix of BEM. Adaptive cross 
approximation (ACA) algorithm replaces the well separated far-block interactions by the low-
rank approximation and computes the elements from the diagonal and near block interactions 
with a full matrix. Purely algebraic and kernel independent are the key features for the ACA 
algorithm, which uses only part of the elements from the original matrix and makes every 
skeleton a kind of cross over all the other pivot rows and columns.  
The modified ACA (MACA) can improve the efficiency further while keeping almost 
the same accuracy as compared with ACA. It is based on the rule that when the diagonal 
interactions are dominant compared with the far block interactions, these far block interactions 
can be neglected to decrease the memory requirement and CPU time. By truncating the integral 
kernels, the MACA leads to more memory savings while keeping the almost same accuracy.  
For numerical testing, several practical NDE examples such as a single turn coil above 
the conducting sphere, a coil with the rectangular cross-section above the half space conductor, 
a coil with the rectangular cross-section inside the borehole and Testing Electromagnetic 
Analysis Methods (TEAM) workshop benchmark problem which is the coil with the 
rectangular cross-section above the plate with a slot are presented to show the robust and 
efficiency of our method. With the aid of ACA, for electrically small problems, the complexity 
of both the memory requirement and CPU time for BEM are reduced to  log .O N N  
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4.2 Adaptive Cross Approximation Algorithm  
The entire impedance matrix generated from BEM is not rank deficient, however, 
because the nature of the Green function, there are still a lot of submatrices with the 
numerically low-rank property. To find out these submatrices, the object needs to be 
subdivided. We employ the tree structure which uses a shape to wrap the whole object, the 
number of boxes is increased by dim2l , where l  is the number of levels, dim  is the dimensions 
of the object. We obtain the edges and patches’ relationships between boxes for further 
processing.  
For the impedance matrix generated by the Stratton-Chu formula with the low 
frequency and high conductivity approximation, totally we have nine submatrices which 
contain seven nonzero submatrices as can be found from (3.32) to (3.40) with four kinds of 
different dimensions: number of edges by number of edges, number of edges by number of 
patches, number of patches by number of patches, number of patches by number of edges. We 
build two tree structures for the basis functions to deal with four kinds of submatrices with 
different matrix dimensions. The subdivision groups the basis functions into geometrically 
clustered groups and splits the whole impedance matrix into submatrices for all seven nonzero 
matrices.  
The diagonal-block interactions, which are the blocks’ self-interactions, as well as the 
near-block interactions, which are the interactions between two adjacent blocks, are computed 
by original the BEM. While the far-block interactions, which are the well-separated rank 
deficient submatrices achieved after the partitioning, are compressed by the ACA algorithm. 
The far-block pair has at least one block between them.  
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To illustrate the tree structure, a 2D curve is divided into N groups as shown in Figure 
4.1, and N is used as the number of unknowns.   
 
 
Figure 4.1   2D curve divided by N groups. 
 
After the implementation of the BEM, the impedance matrix represents the interactions 
between N groups are shown in Figure 4.2 
 
 
Figure 4.2   Impedance matrix generated from the BEM of 2D curve. 
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From the impedance matrix, the diagonal and near field interactions are calculated and 
stored directly, while the far field interactions are rank deficient which can be processed by the 
ACA algorithm. 
Suppose the well-separated matrix achieved from the far-block interaction is m nZ . The 
ACA algorithm constructs two matrices rankmU  and rank nV  to approximate Z  with Z UV , 
where rank  is the effective rank of the matrix  m nZ , as shown in Figure 4.3. 
 
 
Figure 4.3   Matrix approximation by the ACA for the matrix Z. 
 
For the rank deficient matrices, rank min( , )m n  which means for the original matrix 
Z , instead of storing m n  elements, only  rank m n   elements need to be stored which 
greatly decreases the memory requirement compared with that in BEM. It also means that only 
a few rows and columns of matrix Z  can approximate the whole matrix.  
The basic procedures of ACA algorithm are in [31-35, 58]:  
Step 1: pivots row index arbitrarily to select the first row  1 1,:iV Z  and determine 
the maximum value of 1V  as 1maxV and the position of it as 1j , then get the first column 
 1 1 1max:, j VU Z .   
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Step 2: the position of maximum value in 1U  is determined as 2i , 2V  is 
   2 1 2,:i i 1Z U V , the maximum value of 2V  is 2 maxV  with position 2j  and 2U  is achieved 
by     2 1 2 1 2max:, j j V  Z V U . 
Step 3: determine the position of the maximum value of 2U  is 3i , 3V  is 
   23 31,: j jji iZ U V , the maximum value of 3V  is 3maxV  with position 3j . 3U  can be 
achieved with    23 3 3max1:, j jjj j V  Z V U .  








 V Z U V
   1 max1:,
k




   U Z V U . Tolerance is   and the stopping criterion is 
    k k 1 1U V U V , where   refers to the Euclidean Norm [59]. The effective rank 
depends on the number of iterations of the algorithm. 





Figure 4.4   The first skeleton of ACA algorithm, the elements in red need to be calculated and 
stored, while the ones in black do not. 
 
The ACA does not need to calculate all the elements in the matrix, only the required 
elements are calculated and stored. Pivot the row index arbitrarily 1 1i  , we compute the 
elements  1,:iZ  and assign them as 1V . We determine the maximum elements of 1V  and the 
position of it: 1max 6V   and 1 1j  .  Then we compute the elements in column 1j  and compute 
1U  as  1 1max
4 4 5 5





j V     
 
1U Z . 




 and the position of it as 2 3i  . Then we compute the 2V  as 
   2 2 1 2 1
1 1 1 2
,: 0 0 0




i i       
 
V Z U V . 
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Figure 4.5   The second skeleton of ACA algorithm, the elements in red need to be calculated 
and stored, while the ones in black do not. 
 
We determine the maximum of 2V  as 2maxV  and the position of it as 2j , and compute 
the column elements    2 2 1 1 2 2max
1 1 1
:, / 0 1 0 10
2 2 2
T
j j V           
U Z U V . 
The procedure stops when the stopping criterion     k k 1 1U V U V  is satisfied. We can 
notice that the ACA algorithm uses only part of the elements from the original matrix and make 
every skeleton a kind of cross over all the other pivot rows and columns. 
We investigate the performance of the ACA algorithm for the interaction of two 




Figure 4.6   Two conducting spheres with conductivity 0.84 MS/m and the distance is 20 times 
of skin depth. 
 
The frequency is 5 kHz, the conductivity is 0.84 MS/m with the skin depth   equals 
to 7.8 mm, and the distance between two spheres is 20 times of skin depth. ACA algorithm is 
applied to accelerate the BEM for seven nonzero matrices. With the octree structure, each 
sphere has 26 nonempty boxes with the box size 1.5 times the skin depth with 3063 edges and 
2042 patches. The storage savings and the relative differences between full matrix Z  and the 








Table 4.1   The storage savings and the relative differences   Z Z Z  with the ACA 
algorithm to approximate the interaction between two conducting spheres. 
 Storage Savings  
(%) 
Relative Differences  
































nk L  91.97 2.87 
1
R  94.55 4.40 








4.3 ACA with the Truncated Integral Kernels  
The basic idea for the modified ACA with the truncated integral kernels (MACA) is 
that due to the nature of Green’s function: localized static field in Medium 1 and exponential 
decay in Medium 2, the bigger distance between two far blocks, the smaller interaction 
between them. In the impedance matrix, because the diagonal block interaction is much larger 
than the far block interactions, we can neglect these far block interactions which has almost no 
effects to the accuracy but with a reduction to the total memory requirement. We define the 
threshold value by 
 1 mn nn  Z Z   (4.1) 
where mnZ  is the interaction between far block pair box m and box n, nnZ  stands for the box 
n’s self-interaction. By controlling the threshold value, we can decide how to ignore the small 
far block interactions.   
We use a curve strip as an example to show the way the MACA works. In Figure 4.7, 
four periods of curve strips are shown. The radius of one period is 1.5 mm, and the height is 4 
mm. We can regard one period as one nonempty box with 32 edges and patches. We expand 
these four periods vertically to get 60 periods. Totally there are 60 nonempty boxes with 1920 




Figure 4.7   Four periods of a curve strip. One period of the curve strip is circled with the dash 
lines. 
 
Then we compare box 1’s self-interaction with the interaction between box 1 and other 
far blocks. Since we have seven nonempty matrices, we need to apply the MACA to test all of 
them. We define other two relative differences as 
 2 mn mn  Z Z   (4.2) 
 3 1 2mn nn     Z Z   (4.3) 
where mnZ  is the difference between the original matrix and approximated matrix with the 
ACA algorithm. For all the tests, we set the threshold value 41 10
   which means that we 
can neglect the far block interactions when they are 410  times smaller than the diagonal ones. 
Let’s take the submatrix 2 1 2
n  K  which is the normal component of the magnetic 
field due to the electric current in Region 2 with dimension of number of patches by number 
of edges as an example. Three kinds of relative differences for the interaction between box 1 
and its far block interactions are plotted in Figure 4.8. 
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The box 1’s far blocks start from box 3. It can be observed from Figure 4.8 that with 
the increase in accuracy of the ACA, smaller 2 3,   are observed. When the ACA tolerance 
  is 210 , from 3 ,  mnZ  is 
510  times smaller than 11Z  which means the difference 
between original interaction and the approximated one by the ACA is very small compared to 
the diagonal block interaction. As the distance increases, 1  decreases due to the nature of 
Green’s function. After the interaction between box 1 and box 7, 1  is smaller than 
410 which 
stands for that the far block interaction is small enough compared to diagonal one. We can 
neglect the box 1’s far block interactions from box 8 to box 60. 
 
 
Figure 4.8   Relative differences between box 1 and its far block interactions. The relative 
differences are defined in (4.1)-(4.3) for the submatrix 2 1 2
n  K  which is the normal 
component of the magnetic field due to the electric current in Region 2. Frequency is 5 kHz 
and conductivity is 0.84 MS/m.  
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Figure 4.9 shows the relative differences for the submatrix 20.5
nD R  which is the 
normal component of the magnetic field due to the magnetic charge in Region 2 with the 
dimension of number of patches to number of patches.  From Figure 4.9, conclusions can be 
drawn that with the threshold value 410 , we can neglect the box 1’s far block interactions 




Figure 4.9   Relative differences between box 1 and its far block interactions. The relative 
differences are defined in (4.1)-(4.3) for the submatrix 20.5
nD R  which is the normal 
component of the magnetic field due to the magnetic charge in Region 2. Frequency is 5 kHz 
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Figure 4.10 shows the relative differences for the submatrix 20.5
T K  which is the 
tangential component of the electric field due to the magnetic current in Region 2 with the 
dimension of number of edges to number of edges.  From Figure 4.10, with the threshold value 





Figure 4.10   Relative differences between box 1 and its far block interactions. The relative 
differences are defined in (4.1)-(4.3) for the submatrix 20.5
T K  which is the tangential 
component of the electric field due to the magnetic current in Region 2. Frequency is 5 kHz 
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We do the same test to other submatrices. Figure 4.11 shows 1  for all the seven 
submatrices as a summary. It is observed that in the semi-logarithmic plot, the curves for five 
submatrices associated with Medium 2 are straight lines because the Green function decreases 
exponentially in the metal. The curves for two submatrices for Medium 1 decrease as 21 r  
which is due to the static behavior for the Green function in the air region. The three 
submatrices 10.5
T K , 20.5
T K , 20.5
nD R  are diagonal dominant and give much smaller 




Figure 4.11   Relative difference between box 1’s self-interaction and its far block interactions 




































Also, for all the seven submatrices, with the threshold value 410 , we can neglect a lot 
of far block interactions which are much smaller than the diagonal ones. For the submatrices 
10.5
T K , 2 1 2 
L , 1
R , we can neglect the box 1’s far block interactions from box 8, box 
14, box 16 to box 60, separately. Above all, we can save a lot of memory while keeping almost 
the same accuracy because the interactions neglected are trivial. This idea is very practical 

















4.4 Numerical Results, Complexity and Comparisons 
In what follows, this section performs the numerical tests on the accuracy and 
complexity of the ACA algorithm to eddy current NDE problems. We use several practical 
eddy current NDE cases: a single turn coil above a sphere, a coil with the finite cross-section 
above a half space, inside a borehole and above the thick plate with a slot, to show the accuracy 
of our method. For those cases, we compare the impedance changes calculated from the ACA 
based BEM method and the MACA based BEM method with those from the BEM, 
experimental and analytical methods. Impedance changes are calculated by the Auld’s formula 
[51]. Then we show the computational complexity for the ACA. Generalized minimal residual 
(GMRES) is selected as an iterative solver with the relative residual error 310 . For numerical 
results, all the computations were done on Intel Xeon Workstation at 2.6 GHz in double 
precision. 
4.4.1 A Single Turn Coil above a Sphere   
In this section, the case considered is that of a single turn coil symmetrically located 
above a conducting sphere as shown in Figure 4.12. The impedance change of the single turn 
coil above the sphere is calculated by the ACA algorithm based BEM numerically, the results 




Figure 4.12   A single turn coil above the conducting sphere. 
 
In Figure 4.13, Region 0 is the free space and Region 1 is the conducting sphere. The 
single turn coil with radius cr  whose axis goes through the center of a sphere of radius 1  and 
conductivity  . h  is the lift-off distance and c  is the distance between the origin of the 




Figure 4.13   Cross section for a single turn coil above a conducting sphere. 
 
In [60], the impedance change when a single turn coil placed above a conducting sphere 
has the analytical form as 
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    and 0  is the permeability of free space, 1  
is the relative permeability,   is the skin depth,    1nP x  is an associated Legendre function 
with the degree n and the order 1,  J x  is the Bessel function of the first kind with the order 
v, '  denotes ordinary derivative.   
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The incident electromagnetic field by a single turn coil is in [62]. Suppose the circular 
current filament of the radius 0  in the plane 0z z . The solution can be written in terms of 
the Bessel function of the first kind since it is regular on the axis and vanishes as     [62]. 
       00 0 1 0 10, 2
z zj IE z J J e d
    
       (4.6) 
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  
   
    (4.8) 
We consider the case where the excitation frequency is 10 kHz, the radius of single 
turn coil cr  is 0.1 m, the radius of the conducting sphere 1  is 0.1 m, and the axial distance 
between the coil and the surface of the sphere h  is 0.01 m. 2 cr   is 10 with the skin 
depth   is 0.014 m, the conductivity is 0.13 MS/m and 1  is 1.  
Table 4.2 shows the memory requirement, the CPU time and the impedance changes 
achieved by the analytical method, the BEM, and the ACA based BEM. The edge size of the 
triangular mesh is about two third of the skin depth. The number of unknowns is 13,544. The 







Table 4.2   Compare the impedance changes, memory requirement and CPU time achieved by 
the ACA based BEM with the ones from the BEM and the analytical method for the case of a 
single turn coil above the conducting sphere. 




CPU Time per 
Iteration (s) 
Analytical Method [60] 0.5216-1.614j n/a n/a 
BEM 0.5190-1.620j 2799 0.48 
ACA 0.5190-1.620j 1180 0.178 
 
From Table 4.2, the relative differences of impedance changes in both real and 
imaginary parts between the BEM and the analytical results are smaller than 1%. The ACA 
based BEM almost does not lose any accuracy compare with the BEM, but it only needs 42.16% 
memory and 37.08% CPU time per iteration of the BEM.  
4.4.2 A Coil with the Finite Cross Section above a Half Space 
Start from this section, we start to analyze the impedance change of the coil with the 
rectangular cross-section. The incident electric and magnetic fields from a coil with the 
rectangular cross section are discussed in details [20].  




Figure 4.14   An n-turn coil with the rectangular cross section. 
 
The n-turn coil with the rectangular cross-section has the inner radius ir  and outer 
radius or  with the thickness l  and lift-off distance s . The electric field has the form [20] 
      , , , , , , ,o
i
r s l
s s s s s sS r s
z z a h dS z a h da dh  

   E E E   (4.9) 
where S  is the coil cross-section,  , , ,s sz a hE  is the electric field produced by the equivalent 
current density. sa  and sh  are the continuous variables in the radial and vertical directions, 
respectively.  
  Suppose the current in each loop has the same phase and amplitude. The electric field 
in the region above the coil corresponds to Region 1 in the case of the circular current loop in 
[20]. Taking the result for  ,E z   in the case of the   function coil, removing the term 
related to conductive half place and inserting that into (4.9) gives [40] 
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The current density is  0s iI nI l r r    . Collecting together terms in (4.10) that 
depend on sa  and sh  and then integrating over these variables [40], gives 
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r r xJ x dx


     , which can be expressed in terms of standard functions. For 
computation purposes,  1 2,a a  can be expressed in terms of Struve and Bessel functions [63] 
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where 0,1iJ   and 0,1iH   are the zeroth and first-order Bessel and Struve functions. 
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Then the magnetic field of the n-turn coil with the rectangular cross-section can be 
derived. Since  
 j  E H   (4.13) 
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it is derived  
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, since  
      1 0 1
1d
J ax aJ ax J ax
dx x
      (4.16) 
It yields 
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 The coil above a conducting half-space is a very common problem in eddy current 
NDE/T in considering of it is one of the most basic structure. For the coil above a half space 
as shown in Figure 4.15, the impedance changes with and without the half-space are calculated 
for two kinds of materials (block B1 and B2) regarding two detecting coils (coil C5 and C27) 
which operate at different frequencies.  
 
 
Figure 4.15   A coil with the rectangular cross-section above a half space. 
 
The coil parameters are shown in Table 4.3 and conductive block parameters are shown 
in Table 4.4 [20]. 
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Table 4.3    Coil parameters for the coil with the rectangular cross-section above a half space. 
Parameters C5 (850Hz) C27 (20 kHz) 
Inner Radius ir  (mm) 9.33 7.04 
Outer Radius or  (mm) 18.04 12.4 
Lift-off  Distance s  (mm) 3.32 3.43 
Thickness l  (mm)      10.05 5.04 
Number of Turns n 1910 556 
Skin Depth   (mm)  3.42 0.762 
 
Table 4.4  Conductive block parameters for the coil with the rectangular cross-section above 
a half space. 
Parameter B1 B2 
Conductivity   (MS/m)  25.5 21.8 
Thickness (mm) 140 65 
 
For the case with placing the coil C5 above the block B1 which operates at 850 kHz, 
the solution domain is 120 mm by 120 mm, the skin depth is 3.42 mm, and the mesh size is 
3.21 mm with the number of unknowns 15,024, while for the case of coil C27 placing above 
the block B2 which operates at 20 kHz, the solution domain is 80 mm by 80 mm, the skin 
depth is 0.762 mm, the mesh size is 2.14 mm with the number of unknowns 15,176. We 
compare the impedance changes calculated by the ACA based BEM, the MACA based BEM 
with the ones from the experiment and the analytical method as shown in Table 4.5.  
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Table 4.5   Impedance changes calculated by the ACA based BEM, the MACA based BEM and 
the ones from the experiment and the analytical method for the case of a coil with the 
rectangular cross-section above a half space. 
Impedance Change (Ω)  Coil C5 (850 Hz) Coil C27 (20 kHz) 
Experiment [64] 22.00-70.5j 12.650-125.1j 
Dodd & Deeds [19] 22.00-70.49j 12.801-125.388j 
Theodoulidis & Bowler [20] 22.25-70.45j 12.801-125.329j 
BEM 22.1529-70.4094j 12.7335-124.979j 
ACA 22.1529-70.4094j 12.7335-124.979j 
MACA 22.1516-70.4071j 12.7327-124.954j 
 
The ACA tolerance is 310  and the threshold value of the MACA is 410 . For the 
accuracy, it can be observed the good agreement between the ACA based BEM, the MACA 
based BEM, the BEM, the analytical and the experimental results with less than 1% relative 
differences for both the real and imaginary parts of the impedance change. Also, the agreement 
between the BEM and the ACA based BEM is more than 6 digits for both the real and 
imaginary parts of the impedance change.  
As to the memory requirement between the ACA based BEM and the MACA based 
BEM of coil C5 above the block B1, with the ACA tolerance 210  and the threshold value of 
MACA 410 , which is shown in Figure 4.16. The memory cost for the near and diagonal 
interactions are same for the ACA based BEM and the MACA based BEM. While for the far-
field interaction, because the truncation of the integral kernels, the MACA based BEM only 
needs around 100 MB which is almost half of that in the ACA based BEM. It leads to the big 










Figure 4.16   Memory requirement of the ACA and the MACA based BEM for the case of coil 







  4.4.3 A Coil with the Finite Cross Section inside a Borehole 
Steam generators are the heat exchange units between the primary and secondary loops 
in the pressurized water reactors. The heat from reactor core is transferred to secondary side 
and used to convert water into steam [65]. Due to the continuous exposure to the high 
temperature and pressure, the tubes corrode and are prone to degradation such as stress 
corrosion cracking and pitting [65]. Eddy current inspection has proved to be a fast and 
effective nondestructive technique to detect and characterize the flaws in the borehole and the 
tube [66].  
In this section, the impedance change of the coil with the rectangular cross-section 
when placing inside the borehole as shown in Figure 4.17 is analyzed. The impedance changes 
with and without the borehole are considered. We compare the impedance changes calculated 
by the ACA based BEM, the BEM method and the semi-analytical method [67-69].  
 
 
Figure 4.17   A coil with the rectangular cross-section inside a borehole 
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Table 4.6   Coil parameters for the coil with the rectangular cross-section inside the borehole. 
Inner Radius ir  (mm) 1.529 
Outer Radius or  (mm) 3.918 
Lift-off  Distance s  (mm) 3.32 
Thickness l  (mm)      1.044 
Number of Turns n 305 
 
Table 4.7   Borehole parameters for the coil with the rectangular cross-section inside the 
borehole. 
Inner Diameter (mm) 16.64 
Conductivity (MS/m) 0.84 
Relative Permeability 1 
 
The coil parameters are shown in Table 4.6 and borehole parameters are shown in Table 
4.7. Three frequencies are selected at 5 kHz, 30 kHz, and 50 kHz. The truncation height is 6 
times of the skin depth at 5 kHz, 10 times of the skin depth at 30 kHz and 10 times of the skin 
depth at 50 kHz, respectively. The mesh size is 0.93 mm at 5 kHz, 0.8 mm at 30 kHz and 
0.6mm at 50 kHz with the number of unknowns 26,568, 23,768 and 33,648, respectively. 
We set the ACA tolerance as 310  and the threshold of MACA as 410 . The impedance 
changes calculated by the BEM, the ACA based BEM, the MACA based BEM and the semi-
analytical method are shown in Table 4.8.  
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Table 4.8   The impedance changes calculated by the ACA and the MACA based BEM and the 
ones from the BEM and the semi-analytical method for the case of the coil with the rectangular 
cross-section inside the borehole. 
Impedance Change 
 ( mΩ  ) 
5 kHz 30 kHz 50 kHz 
Tao & Bowler [68] 7.500-6.850j 9.421-18.58j 8.873-21.95j 
BEM 7.550-7.025j 9.515-18.86j 8.732-22.00j 
ACA 7.550-7.025j 9.515-18.86j 8.732-22.00j 
MACA 7.540-7.022j 9.511-18.84j 8.736-21.98j 
 
From Table 4.8, it can be observed that the relative differences between the BEM, the 
ACA based BEM, the MACA based BEM and the semi-analytical method at three frequencies 
are smaller than 1% for both the real and imaginary parts of the impedance change. Again, the 
ACA algorithm based BEM and the MACA algorithm based BEM achieve good agreements 
with the BEM in accuracy of 4 digits.   
The memory consumptions are same for the diagonal and near block interactions 
between the ACA based BEM and the MACA based BEM, but for the far block interaction, 
the MACA based BEM has average 31% more savings than the ACA based BEM.  
4.4.4 A Coil with the Finite Cross Section above the Thick Plate with a Slot 
In this section, we test Testing Electromagnetic Analysis Methods (TEAM) workshop 
benchmark problem 15 which was proposed in [70]. It uses a circular air-cored coil scanning 
to detect the impedance change due to a rectangular slot in an aluminum alloy plate. The 
problem descriptions and experiment results can be found in [70-72]. The schematic 
configuration for the problem is shown in Figure 4.18 and the geometry model of the coil above 
a rectangular slot in a thick plate is shown in Figure 4.19 [70]. 
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Figure 4.18   Schematic configuration for the measurement of the impedance change due to a 
surface breaking slot [70].  
 
 
Figure 4.19   Geometry model of the coil above a rectangular slot in a thick plate. The top 
surface of the plate is truncated into a square [70]. 
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From Figure 4.18 and Figure 4.19, a circular air-cored coil with the inner radius 2a , the 
outer radius 1a  and the thickness b  is scanned parallel to x axis, along with the length of a 
rectangular slot above a conducting aluminum alloy plate with a surface breaking slot. For the 
slot, the height is h , the length is 2c  and the width is w . The incident electric and magnetic 
fields from a coil with the rectangular cross-section are presented previously.  
   The impedance change 1Z  with and without the conducting aluminum alloy plate is 
calculated in the same way as shown in Section 4.4.2. The impedance change 2Z  with and 
without the aluminum alloy plate with the slot is calculated then. The impedance change due 
to the slot is calculated by 3 2 1Z Z Z    . The two cases for the calculation of the impedance 
changes are the same test specimen interacted with two coils of different dimensions operating 
at 900 Hz and 7000 Hz, respectively. The coil parameters are shown in Table 4.9 and the test 
specimen parameters are shown in Table 4.10.  
The first set is for a smaller coil A operated at 900 Hz with a smaller lift-off distance 
and the second set is for a large coil B operated at 7000 Hz with a larger lift-off distance. The 
experimental data of impedance changes are in [70-72]. The resistance and reactance changes 
are measured as a function of the coil-center position.  
The aluminum alloy plate is truncated into a square with a side of 10 times of the coil 
outer radius. The solution domain changes when scanning the coil. The mesh size for the case 
of coil A is 1.5 mm with the number of unknowns around 110,000 while the mesh size is 1.9 
mm with the number of unknowns around 200,000 for the case of coil B. The ACA tolerance 
is 310 . The impedance changes regarding the position of the coil scanning along the slot are 
shown in Figure 4.20 and Figure 4.21.  
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Table 4.9   Coil parameters for the case of a coil with the rectangular cross section above a 
plate with slot [70].  
 Coil A Coil B 
Inner Radius 2a  (mm) 6.15 9.34 
Outer Radius 1a  (mm) 12.4 18.4 
Lift-off  Distance l  (mm) 0.88 2.03 
Thickness b (mm)      6.15 9.0 
Number of Turns n 3790 408 
Operating Frequency (Hz) 900 7000 
Skin Depth (mm) 3.04 1.09 
 
Table 4.10   Test specimen parameters for the case of a coil with the rectangular cross section 
above a plate with slot [70]. 
Conductivity   (MS/m) 30.6 
Thickness (mm) 12.22 
Slot Length 2c (mm) 12.60 
Slot Depth h (mm) 5.00 







As shown in Figure 4.20 - 4.21, the reactance variations are dominant in the impedance 
changes for coil A, while for coil B, the reactance variations and the resistance variations are 
almost in the same scale. The impedance changes are symmetrical about coil position of zero, 
and a complete plot, including the negative values of coil position, shows peaks separated by 
a distance approximately equal to the mean coil diameter. The good agreement between the 
ACA based BEM and the measurement can be observed. The agreement is comparable with 
other works [73-74].  
The impedance changes achieved by the ACA based BEM and the experiment when 
the position of the coil is 4 mm away from the center of the slot are shown in Table 4.11. The 
agreements of impedance changes from the experiment and our numerical methods for both 
the real and imaginary parts are within the range of the experimental error.  
 
Table 4.11  Impedance change when the position of the coil is 4 mm away from the center of 
the slot.  
Impedance Change ( ) 900 Hz 7000 Hz 
Burke & McKirdy [71, 72] -0.8-6.9j 0.05-0.0616j 











(a) Resistance changes. 
 
 
(b) Reactance changes. 
Figure 4.20   Impedance changes regarding the position of the coil A scanned along the slot. 
 















(a) Resistance changes. 
 
 
(b) Reactance changes. 
Figure 4.21   Impedance changes regarding the position of the coil B scanned along the slot. 















In this section, we will show the numerical complexity for both the memory 
requirement and the CPU time. We increase the number of unknowns by decreasing the mesh 
sizes of fixed geometry. The case of inspection of the borehole is selected. The frequency is 
30 kHz and solution domain of the problem is 20 times of skin depth which is 32.67 times of 
the coil’s outer radius with the mesh size from 0.8 mm to 1.6 mm. The ACA tolerance is 310  
and the box size is about 4.16 mm. The complexity for the memory requirement and the CPU 
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(b) CPU time per iteration. 
 
(c) Matrix filling time. 
Figure 4.22  Performance of the ACA based BEM method. (a): Memory requirement. (b): CPU 
time per iteration. (c): Matrix filling time. Fixed geometry, decrease the mesh size to get more 
unknowns per each box. Compare with the BEM which is the full matrix method and the ACA 
algorithm for the case of the borehole with the frequency at 30 kHz. The number of unknowns 
is approximately from 10,000 to 50,000. 
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From Figure 4.22, we plot the memory requirement, the CPU time per iteration and the 
matrix filling time between the BEM, which is the full matrix method, and the ACA algorithm 
based BEM with approximate number of unknowns from 10,000 to 50,000, achieved from 
decreasing the mesh size to enlarge the box size with the number of unknowns. For the BEM, 
the complexity is  2O N . Since the frequency is fixed, a   is constant, where   is the skin 
depth and a  is the diameter of the smallest sphere enclosing the largest group. 
Correspondingly, the maximum rank approaches to constant. Consequently, the complexity 
for ACA algorithm based BEM is  logO N N  for the memory consumption, the CPU time 
per iteration and the matrix filling time which agrees well with that in [33].  
Then we apply the MACA based BEM to this case with the threshold value is 410  and 
the ACA tolerance is 310 . The memory consumption will be the same for the diagonal and 
near block interaction between the ACA and the MACA based BEM for all the cases with 
varying numbers of unknowns, but for the far block interaction, the MACA based BEM has an 
average of 47% more memory saving comparing with that in the ACA based BEM and the 
relative difference of impedance change between the MACA and the ACA based BEM is 
smaller than 1%. Again, this demonstrates that our MACA based BEM can reduce more 








4.5 Summary  
In this chapter, the BEM based ACA algorithm is applied to eddy current NDE 
problems. The algorithm is kernel-independent and purely algebraic which makes it easy to 
apply to different BEM problems. A tree structure is used to find the low-rank matrices in 
impedance matrix generated from the BEM. The details of the ACA algorithm is presented and 
the performance is tested. The modified ACA with the truncated integral kernels (MACA) is 
discussed. The idea is that due to the nature of Green’s function: the localized static field in 
Medium 1 and the exponential decay in Medium 2, the bigger distance between two far blocks, 
the smaller interaction between them. In the impedance matrix, when the diagonal block 
interaction is much larger than the far block interaction, the far block interaction can be 
neglected which has almost no effects to the accuracy but with a reduction to the total memory 
requirement. Numerical tests are shown to demonstrate the efficiency of the MACA. 
After finishing the tests for the performance of the ACA based BEM and the MACA 
based BEM, several eddy current NDE problems are studied, such as: a single turn coil above 
a conducting sphere, a coil with the rectangular cross section above a half space conductor, 
inside a borehole and above a conducting plate with a slot which is also the Testing 
Electromagnetic Analysis Methods (TEAM) workshop benchmark problem, to show the good 
accuracy and efficiency of the ACA algorithm. The complexity for both the memory 
requirement and the CPU time are  logO N N  which is a huge improvement as compared 
with  2O N  in the BEM. With the help of the MACA, the integral kernels are truncated to 
save more memory for practical NDE problems with controlled accuracy which is especially 
helpful for the ECT problems that usually requires a large solution domain.  
Equation Chapter (Next) Section 1 
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CHAPTER 5.    MULTILEVEL ADAPTIVE CROSS APPROXIMATION 
ALGORITHM BASED BEM  
5.1 Introduction  
In the previous chapters, we have presented the adaptive cross approximation 
accelerated boundary element method with the Stratton-Chu formula for the eddy current 
problem. Though the ACA algorithm is general enough to accelerate the BEM solver, it might 
not be the most efficient one. In this chapter, the multilevel adaptive cross approximation 
algorithm (MLACA) [36-37, 75-76] is presented to accelerate the BEM solver of the eddy 
current problem.   
For the MLACA, the near and diagonal block interactions, at the finest level, need to 
be stored and computed as full matrices in implementing the BEM. The MLACA uses the 
butterfly algorithm [30] and the ACA algorithm with the truncated integral kernels after a 
certain distance [42-43] to approximate the well separated far block interactions. Different 
stages (levels) MLACA can be selected adaptively based on the criteria to approximate the far 
block interactions at all levels. As for the BEM modeling of the eddy current NDE problems, 
a large solution domain is usually needed which increases the number of unknowns. MLACA 
with the truncated integral kernels (TMLACA) is especially useful for the eddy current NDE 
problems with large solution domain and results in less computational cost while keeping the 
almost same accuracy.  Numerical predictions are compared with the analytical, the semi-
analytical predictions and the experimental results for the 3D eddy current NDE problems of 
practical interest to demonstrate the robustness and efficiency of the proposed method. 
In [77-78], some other rank-deficient property based multilevel methods are proposed. 
But different from MLACA, the fast directional multilevel algorithm (FDMA) is kernel 
dependent [77]. In [78], the authors apply the low-rank approximation to compress the 
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contributions from the well-separated elements. But, we compress the rank deficient matrices 
with the butterfly algorithm and the ACA algorithm with the truncated integral kernels. 
5.2 Multilevel Adaptive Cross Approximation Algorithm with the Truncated Integral 
Kernels 
             In this section, the MLACA with the truncated integral kernels is presented in details. 
The impedance matrix is not rank deficient as a whole. To apply the rank deficient method, a 
tree structure is needed to subdivide the object into blocks. The tree structure should be used 
to hierarchically subdivide the arbitrarily shaped object into blocks, the number of blocks at 
the level l  is increased by dim2l , where dim  is the dimension of the object. For the impedance 
matrix as shown in (3.31), there are seven nonempty submatrices with different dimensions by 
the number of edges and patches. Two octal tree structures are used for subdivision in terms 
of the edges and the patches.  
Based on the idea of the multilevel algorithm [30], the relationship between parents 
and children of the blocks needs to be recorded. For a 3D object, the octal tree is selected. A 
cube is used to wrap the whole object at level 0. At level 1, the cube is divided into eight 
smaller blocks. At level 2, each of the eight blocks is divided into eight smaller ones. This 
process keeps going until the smallest blocks contain the certain number of unknowns and this 
level is defined as the finest level.  
The blocks at the level l  are the parents of the sub-blocks at the level 1l  , while the 
sub-blocks at the level l  are the children of the blocks at the level 1l  . Nonempty blocks are 
found by sorting at all levels. At peer level, based on the relative distance of the two blocks, 
the block pair interactions are classified into the near-block, the diagonal-block, and the near-
far-block interactions. The near-block pairs are the adjacent blocks with the same parent, and 
the diagonal-block pairs are the overlapping blocks. The near-far-block interactions are the far-
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block interactions for the two blocks whose parents are the near-blocks. The near-far-block 
interaction matrices at all levels have the property of numerically low rank due to the nature of 
the Green function, they can be compressed by the rank based methods such as the MLACA 
algorithm, etc. Full matrices are calculated and stored for the near and diagonal block 
interactions at the finest level. 
A 2D case is shown in Figure 5.1 to explain the relationships between the parents and 




Figure 5.1  2D case: the relationships between the parents and the children of the tree 
structure, and the near-block, the diagonal-block and the near-far-block interactions. 
 
It can be observed in Figure 5.1 that the whole plate is at level 0. The box 1 at the level 
0 is divided into four smaller boxes at the level 1. At the level 2, the four small boxes at the 
level 1 are further divided into sixteen smaller boxes. The boxes 1-4 at the level 1 (in blue) are 
the children of the box 1 at the level 0 (in green) and the parents of the boxes 1-16 at the level 
2 (in red).  
The near and far block interactions are defined in Section 4.2. The near-far block 
interaction starts from the level 2, the boxes circled in the dash lines have the same parent: the 
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boxes 1-4 at the level 2 are the children of the box 1 at the level 1. For the box 1, at the level 
2, the near blocks are the boxes 2-4, and the boxes 5-16 are its near-far blocks because their 
parents (the boxes 2-4 at the level 1) are the near blocks of the box 1 at the level 1.  
The MLACA approximates the low-rank matrices from near-far-block interactions by 
the butterfly algorithm [30] and the ACA algorithm with the truncated integral kernels. The 
MLACA starts from the finest level. The program goes through all the near, diagonal, near-
far-block interactions. The near and diagonal block interactions are stored by the full matrices 
while the near-far-block interactions are approximated by 1 stage (level) MLACA algorithm 
based on the criteria at the finest level. Then the program goes to the parent level, certain stage 
(level) MLACA is properly selected based on the criteria to approximate the near-far-block 
interactions at this level. The program keeps going to the coarser levels and approximates the 
near-far-block interactions at that level with a certain stage (level) MLACA based on the 
criteria until reaching the level which has no near-far-block interactions.  
We will show the MLACA with the truncated integral kernels in this section and then 
adaptively applying the multi-stage (level) algorithm based on the criteria for different 
operators will be presented in the next section. 
The far block pair with the binary tree structure is used to explain the details of S stage 
(level) MLACA with the truncated integral kernels, where 1 stage (level) MLACA is the ACA 
algorithm.  
 Suppose we have an impedance matrix Z  for one pair of the far block interaction with 
the dimension m n  where m  and n  stand for the numbers of basis functions in the 
observation and source blocks. S level binary tree structure is used to divide each block into 
two smaller ones, the relationships between parents and children are shown in Figure 5.2, 
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where the whole source or observation block is at level 1. With S level binary tree structure, 
the number of sub-blocks at the finest level is 12S . Suppose the basis functions are equally 
distributed into sub-blocks, each sub-block contains 12Sm   or 12Sn   basis functions. 
 
 
Figure 5.2  Divide the source and observation blocks with S level binary tree structure. The 
multilevel algorithm starts with the interaction between sub-blocks in the source block at the 
level S and the observation block at the level 1. Then the sub-blocks in the source block are 
sequentially grouped while the observation block splits. 
 
In step 1, the multilevel algorithm starts with the interaction between the sub-blocks of 
the source block at level S and the whole observation block as shown in Figure 5.2. The 
impedance matrix Z  splits into the strips and each strip stands for the interaction between the 
basis functions in one sub-block of the source block at level S and all the basis functions in the 
observation block. For the traditional MLACA, each strip is approximated by the ACA 
algorithm. Overall, the impedance matrix Z  is approximated by the multiplication of two 
matrices (1)0A  and 
(1)
0B . The nonempty elements in 
(1)
0B  are saved and that in 
(1)
0A  are sent for 
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compression in the next step. In this step, instead of saving m n  elements, only nk  elements 
in (1)0B  are permanently saved [36].  
While approximating each strip by the ACA with the truncated integral kernels has 
more savings compared with the traditional MLACA. Because of the Green function decreases 
exponentially in the metal, some interactions between the sub-blocks in the source block at the 
level S and the observation block can be neglected because they are much smaller than the 
diagonal ones. We define the threshold value for neglect as 
 1 O diagm  Z Z   (5.1) 
where OmZ  is the interactions between the mth sub-block in the source block at the level S  
and the observation block, diagZ  stands for the diagonal block interactions. By controlling the 
threshold value, we can decrease the storage while keeping almost the same accuracy.  
In Figure 5.3, the white strips in (1)0A  and 
(1)
0B  (the interactions between the 1st and 6th 
sub-blocks in the source block at the level S  and the observation block) can be ignored with 
the certain threshold value. The MLACA with the truncated integral kernels leads to big 
storage savings in (1)0B  and accelerates the matrix compression of 
(1)
0A  in the following step 
when the distances between the sub-blocks in the source block and the observation block are 
far away from each other, especially works for the BEM modeling of the eddy current NDE 




Figure 5.3  S  stage (level) MLACA with the truncated integral kernels for the matrix 
compression: step 1. Only the green ones need to be stored and others are zero. The matrices 
marked in red need to be permanently stored while the ones in black don’t. 
 
     In step 2, as shown in Figure 5.4, the (1)0A  sent from step 1 goes for further 
decomposition.  Join the contributions of the basis functions in the sub-blocks belonging to the 
source block at level S  while splitting the contributions of basis functions in the observation 
block. The multilevel algorithm goes to the interaction between the parents of the sub-blocks 
at the level S  in the source block and two sub-blocks of the observation block at the level 2 as 
shown in Figure 5.2. In this step, (1)0A  is approximated by four matrices: 
(2) (2) (2) (2)
0 1 0 1, , ,A A B B , 
similarly, only the (2)0B  and 
(2)
1B  need to be permanently stored while 
(2) (2)
0 1,A A  are sent to the 
next step for further compression. With the help of the truncated integral kernels, the storage 




Figure 5.4  S  stage (level) MLACA with the truncated integral kernels for the matrix 
compression: step 2. Only the green ones need to be stored and others are zero. The matrices 
marked in red need to be permanently stored while the ones in black don’t. 
 
In step 3, the multilevel algorithm goes to the interaction between the parents of the 
sub-blocks at the level 1S   in the source block and four sub-blocks of the observation block 
at the level 3 as shown in Figure 5.2. The contributions of the basis functions in the sub-blocks 
of the source block at the level 1S   are joined while the contributions of the basis functions 
in the sub-blocks of the observation block at the level 2 are split. (2) (2)0 1,A A  are compressed by 
eight matrices (3) (3) (3) (3) (3) (3) (3) (3)0 1 2 3 0 1 2 3, , , , , , ,A A A A B B B B . 
(3)B  need to be permanently stored and 
(3)A  are sent to the next step. Continuing this process recursively until the step S . In step S , 
both the ( )SA  and ( )SB  need to be permanently stored while in other steps only the B  matrices 
need to be stored and A  matrices are sent to the next step for further compression. Finally, the 




Figure 5.5  S  stage (level) MLACA with the truncated integral kernels for the matrix 
compression: the compression for Z  matrix. Only the green ones need to be stored and others 
are zero. The matrices marked in red need to be permanently stored while the ones in black 
don’t. 
 
5.3 The Criteria for Adaptively Applying the Multi-stage (Level) Algorithm  
In order to illustrate the method for finding the criteria for adaptively applying the 
multi-stage (level) algorithm for the different operators, we consider a problem involving two 
identical coaxial conducting boreholes as shown in Figure 5.6. Each borehole has a radius 8.32 
mm, and an axial length 12 mm which is same as the axial distance between them. 
 
 
Figure 5.6   Two identical coaxial conducting boreholes. 
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Keeping the edge size of the triangular mesh as one third of skin depth with the 
conductivity 0.84 MS/m, we vary the frequency from 3 kHz to 1.5 MHz, and accordingly the 
number of unknowns N  per borehole changes while retaining around 83 unknowns per square 
skin depth. We apply the MLACA algorithm to the far block interactions between the two 
boreholes. Figure 5.7 shows the memory requirement of the MLACA algorithm for 
1 2 1 2 20.5 , , 0.5 
   T K L T K   operators with matrices’ dimension eN   by eN  when the 





Figure 5.7   Memory requirement of the far block interactions for a pair of boreholes. Varying 
frequency with a fixed mesh density and object, accordingly the number of unknowns in each 




From Figure 5.7, we can observe that for the operator 10.5
T K , 1 stage (level) 
MLACA is most efficient when box size is smaller than around 3000, 2 stage (level) MLACA 
is the most efficient one when the box size is between around 3000 and 23000, after that, 3 
stage (level) MLACA shows the advantages over others. Similarly, we can conclude the 
criteria for 2 1 2 
L  and 20.5
T K  operators. 
In Figure 5.8, we show the memory requirement of the MLACA algorithm for
2 1 2
n  K  , 22 2
nk L  operators which are with matrices’ dimension pN  by eN . For 2 1 2
n  K  
operator, 1 stage (level) MLACA is most efficient when the box size is smaller than around 
340. With the box size between around 340 and 1500, 2 stage (level) MLACA should be used 
and 3 stage (level) MLACA should be considered with the box size larger than around 1500. 
The criteria for the 22 2
nk L  operator can be determined in a similar way. 
 
 
Figure 5.8   Memory requirement of the far block interactions for a pair of boreholes. Varying 
frequency with a fixed mesh density and object, accordingly the number of unknowns in each 
borehole changes. Matrices of two operators with dimension pN  by eN . 
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Figure 5.9 shows the memory requirement of the 20.5
nD R  and 1
R  operators which 
are with matrices’ dimensions pN  by pN  and eN  by pN , respectively. 1 stage (level) 
MLACA shows the advantage when the box size is smaller than around 350, 2 stage (level) 
MLACA seems to be more efficient with the box size between around 350 and 1000. When 
the box size is larger than 1000, 3 stage (level) MLACA should be used. The criteria for the 
1
R  operator can be determined in the same way.  
 
 
Figure 5.9   Memory requirement of the far block interactions for a pair of boreholes. Varying 
frequency with a fixed mesh density and object, accordingly the number of unknowns in each 







Almost the same criteria are observed for all the operators when the frequency is fixed, 
vary the mesh density, and accordingly the number of unknowns per borehole changes. Once 
we know the criteria for each operator, we can decide which stage (level) MLACA should be 
used for near-far-block interactions of the certain level considering the box size. Adaptively 
applying MLACA can improve the performance most.    
Next, we are going to show the advantages of adaptively controlling multi-stage (level) 
algorithm based on the criteria adopted. A borehole is used with radius 8.32 mm and height 48 
mm. The frequency is 30 kHz. Numbers of unknowns are increased by around factor four with 
changing the mesh density.  
The octal tree is used to divide the object hierarchically until the box size at the finest 
level is around 40 with the number of levels ranges from 3 to 7 for different numbers of 
unknowns. Different combinations of 1, 2 and 3 stages (levels) MLACA are selected with 
tolerance    equals 310  for level ranges from 1 to 3. When the level is over 3, 1 stage (level) 
MLACA should be used based on the criteria.  
Table 5.1 shows the memory requirement of the top three levels with different stages 
(levels) MLACA for the 10.5
T K  operator. In Table 5.1, S=X/Y/Z represents X stage (level) 
MLACA is applied for the near-far-block interactions at level 3, Y stage (level) MLACA is 
applied for the near-far-block interactions at level 2 and Z stage (level) MLACA is applied for 
the near-far-block interactions at level 1.  
When the number of unknowns is 3252, the number of levels is 3. The box size at level 
1 is around 800, at level 2 is around 200 and at level 3 is around 50. Based on the criteria 
concluded from Figure 5.7, 1 stage (level) MLACA should be applied to the near-far-block 
interactions at the levels from 3 to 1 (S=1/1/1) to optimize the performance which is shown in 
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Table 5.1. Assigning S=1/1/1 results in the use of 1% memory less than S =1/1/2, 12% memory 
less than S =1/1/3, 20% memory less than S =1/2/2 and 27% memory less than S=1/2/3. With 
the criteria, at most 27% memory saving could be achieved. 
 
Table 5.1   Total memory requirement (GB) of the top three levels with different stages (levels) 
MLACA for 10.5
T K  operator. 
Number of 
Unknowns 
S=1/1/1 S=1/2/3 S=1/2/2 S=1/1/3 S=1/1/2 
3252 0.0631 0.0870 0.0791 0.0718 0.0639 
13075 0.270 0.295 0.284 0.279 0.268 
54456 1.04 1.20 1.18 1.01 0.994 
219816 4.89 4.41 4.42 4.67 4.69 
888376 19.9 18.0 18.7 18.8 19.1 
 
When the number of unknowns is 13075, the number of levels is 4. The box size at 
level 1 is around 3200, at level 2 is around 800 and at level 3 is around 200, based on the 
criteria concluded, S=1/1/2 should be the most efficient one. From Table 5.1, we can observe 
that for the memory cost at the levels from 3 to 1, S=1/1/2 uses 1% memory less than S=1/1/1, 
4% memory less than S=1/1/3, 6% memory less than S=1/2/2 and 9% memory less than 
S=1/2/3.   
 When the number of unknowns is 54456, the number of levels is 5. The box size at 
level 1 is around 13000, at level 2 is around 2900 and at level 3 is around 800, based on the 
criteria we concluded, again S=1/1/2 should be the most efficient one. From Table 5.1, for the 
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memory cost of 3 to 1 levels, S=1/1/2 uses 4% memory less than S=1/1/1, 2% memory less 
than S=1/1/3, 16% memory less than S=1/2/2 and 17% memory less than S=1/2/3.  
For the other two numbers of unknowns, a similar test is done: increase the number of 
levels to keep the box size at the finest level around 40. The memory savings for the most 
efficient and the least one are 11% and 10%, respectively. Overall, the criteria work well for 
cases shown above. Basing on the criteria of the 10.5
T K  operator, we can adaptively apply 
the MLACA to optimize the performance. We also do this test for other operators and the 
criteria work well for all of them. We tested the far block interactions of two spheres and plates 
with retaining the number of unknowns per square skin depth at each frequency. The criteria 
for all the other operators are similar to the ones we found and will be regarded as the reference. 
By adaptively applying the multi-stage (level) algorithm based on the criteria, we can optimize 
the overall performance of MLACA. 
5.4 Numerical Results, Complexity and Comparisons  
In this section, the MLACA with the truncated integral kernels (TMLACA) is applied 
to accelerate the BEM modeling for the 3D arbitrary shaped eddy current NDE problems 
adaptively based on the criteria. Several eddy current NDE cases are presented. Impedance 
changes are calculated by the Auld’s formulation [51]. Numerical predictions calculated from 
the MLACA based BEM and the TMLACA based BEM are compared with the analytical, the 
semi-analytical, the BEM and the ACA based BEM predictions and the experimental results 
to show the accuracy of the proposed model. The complexity of the MLACA is provided to 
show the efficiency. Generalized minimal residual (GMRES) is selected as an iterative solver 
with the relative residual error 310 . All the computations are done on Intel Xeon Workstation 
at 2.6 GHz in double precision.  
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5.4.1 Accuracy and Comparisons 
The number of unknowns depends on the mesh density. In the BEM for wave 
interactions, 10 to 20 unknowns per wavelength are used [27]. However, for eddy current 
problems in highly conductive metals, 2 to 4 unknowns per skin depth give similar order of 
accuracy. The first case is a plate problem with the coil placed above it as shown in Figure 
4.15. The coil impedance changes due to the nonmagnetic conductor plate and the 
ferromagnetic steel plate are calculated. For the nonmagnetic conductor plate, two kinds of 
materials regarding two detecting coils which operate at different frequencies are shown. The 
parameters of the coil, nonmagnetic conductor and the incident fields from a coil with 
rectangular cross-section can be found in Section 4.4.2.  
For both cases, the tolerance of the MLACA is 310   and the threshold value 1  of 
the TMLACA is 410 . For the case with placing the coil C5 above the block B1 which operates 
at 850 kHz, the solution domain is 120 mm by 120 mm, the skin depth is 3.42 mm, and the 
mesh size is 3.21 mm with the number of unknowns 15,024. The number of levels is 3 (level 
0, 1, 2 and 3) with the box size for edges around 1500 at level 1, around 360 at level 2 and 
around 90 at level 3, and for patches around 1000 at level 1, around 250 at level 2 and around 
60 at level 3. There are no near-far-block interactions at level 1. Based on the criteria, we 
adaptively apply 1 and 2 stages MLACA to different operators at different levels for the 
problem. 
Table 5.2 shows the memory requirement, the CPU time and the good agreements in 
both the real and imaginary parts of the impedance changes achieved by the experiment, the 
analytical method, the semi-analytical method, the BEM, the ACA based BEM, the MLACA 
based BEM and the TMLACA based BEM for placing the coil C5 above the block B1. The 
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relative differences between those methods are smaller than 1%. One point should draw 
attention is that many entries of the matrix blocks from the K  operator are naturally null for 
the plate shape problems. This is because the testing and basis patches are co-planar. MLACA 
algorithm can still work for other non-zero matrices which leads to good accuracy as shown in 
Table 5.2.  
For the performance of the case of coil C5, the relative differences for the impedance 
changes determined from the experiment, the analytical method, the semi-analytical method, 
the BEM, the ACA based BEM, the MLACA based BEM and the TMLACA based BEM are 
smaller than 1%. The MLACA based BEM only needs 13% memory of the BEM and uses 
10% memory less than the ACA based BEM. The memory cost for the far block interactions 
and the CPU time per iteration of the TMLACA based BEM are 71% and 26% less than the 
MLACA based BEM, respectively. Overall, the TMLACA based BEM needs 10% memory of 











Table 5.2   Compare the impedance changes calculated by the MLACA/TMLACA/ACA/MACA 
based BEM with the ones from the experiment and the analytical method, and the memory and 
the CPU time requirement for the case of the coil C5 with the rectangular cross-section above 
the block B1. 
 Impedance Change 
(  ) 
Memory 
Requirement (MB) 
CPU Time per 
Iteration (s) 
BEM 22.1529-70.4094j 3444.2 0.62 
ACA 22.1529-70.4094j 490.1 0.172 
MLACA 22.1529-70.4094j 440.1 0.156 
TMLACA 22.1906-70.4197j 354.0 0.116 
Experiment [64] 20.00-70.5j n/a n/a 
Dodd & Deeds [19] 22.20-70.49j n/a n/a 
Theodoulisid & 
Bowler [20] 
22.25-70.45j n/a n/a 
 
As to the case with the coil C27, the MLACA based BEM only needs 11% memory of 
the BEM. For the memory cost of the far block interactions, the MLACA based BEM uses 
18% less than the ACA based BEM while the TMLACA based BEM uses 44% less than the 
MLACA based BEM. Overall, the TMLACA based BEM needs 10% memory of the BEM and 
uses 7% memory less than the MLACA based BEM. For the CPU time per iteration, the 
MLACA based BEM only needs 19% of the BEM and the TMLACA based BEM uses 9% less 
than the MLACA based BEM.  
Our method also works well for a problem in which the impedance of a coil above a 
ferromagnetic plate is determined. A set of parameters related to this problem is given in Table 
5.3 [67].  
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Table 5.3   Coil and conductor parameters for the case of the coil above a ferromagnetic plate. 
Coil Inner Radius 2a  (mm) 2.82 
Coil Outer Radius 1a  (mm) 4.51 
Lift-off  Distance l  (mm) 0.82 
Thickness b  (mm)      1.78 
Number of Turns n 306 
404SS Steel Specimen Thickness (mm) 13 
Conductivity (MS/m) 1.41 
Relative Permeability  70.3 
 
The TMLACA method shows the good agreements for the changes of the resistance 
and the reactance with the frequency, compared with the experimental and the analytical 
methods [67] as shown in Figure 5.10. The skin depth varies from 0.25 mm to 1.7 mm for 
different frequencies. The solution domain is about 20 times the skin depth and edge size of 
the triangular mesh is about two third of the skin depth at each frequency. 1 and 2 stages 
MLACA are adaptively used based on the criteria, the tolerance   is 310   and the 










(a) The resistance changes of a circular coil above a flawless 440SS slab as a function 
of frequency. 
 
(b) The reactance changes of a circular coil above a flawless 440SS slab as a function 
of frequency. 
Figure 5.10   The (a) resistance and the (b) reactance changes of a circular coil above a 
flawless 440SS slab as a function of frequency. The results achieved by the TMLACA based 
BEM, the experiment and the analytical method [67] are compared.  






































The second case concerns a coil with the finite cross section placed inside the borehole 
as shown in Figure 4.17. In the eddy current NDE, the modeling of the coil placed inside the 
cylindrical structures such as the tubes or boreholes is a very interesting topic in considering 
of thousands of tubes are used in the heat exchangers and the steam generators to increase the 
amount of the heat transferred. The MLACA is applied to evaluate the impedance changes, 
when the coil whose axis is the same as that of a borehole, places in an Inconel 600 borehole 
with conductivity 0.84 MS/m. The parameters of this case are in Table 4.6-4.7.  
The impedance changes calculated by the semi-analytical method, the BEM, the ACA 
based BEM, the MLACA based BEM and the TMLACA based BEM are shown in Table 5.4. 
Two frequencies at 30 kHz and 50 kHz are selected to demonstrate the accuracy and efficiency 
of the MLACA, the details of the mesh are shown in Table 5.4. For frequency at 30 kHz, the 
number of levels is 3 with the box size for edges around 800 at level 2 and around 100 at level 
3, and for patches around 550 at level 2 and around 70 at level 3. For frequency at 50 kHz, the 
number of levels is 3 with the box size for edges around 1200 at level 2 and around 150 at level 
3, and for patches around 770 at level 2 and around 100 at level 3. 1 and 2 stages MLACA are 
used for the operators at different levels based on the criteria. The tolerance for the MLACA 
is 310   and the threshold value 1  of the TMLACA is 








Table 5.4   Impedance changes calculated by the semi-analytical method, the BEM, the ACA 
based BEM, the MLACA based BEM and the TMLACA based BEM; and the details of the mesh 
information.  
 30 kHz 50 kHz 
Skin Depth (mm) 3.2 2.5 
Truncated Height (mm) 48 37.5 
Mesh Size (mm) 0.800 0.625 
Number of Unknowns 34,912 49,152 
Impedance Change (mΩ )   
Wu & Bowler [68] 9.421-18.58j 8.873-21.95j 
BEM [43] 9.483-18.76j 8.862-21.96j 
ACA [43] 9.482-18.76j 8.862-21.96j 
MLACA  9.482-18.76j 8.862-21.96j 
TMLACA 9.518-18.64j 8.890-21.95j 
 
From Table 5.4, the good agreements can be observed for both the real and imaginary 
parts of the impedance changes calculated by the semi-analytical method, the BEM, the ACA 
based BEM, the MLACA based BEM and the TMLACA based BEM. The relative differences 
are smaller than 1%. At 30 kHz and 50 kHz, the MLACA based BEM only needs 19% and 
15% memory of the BEM, respectively. At 30 kHz, the TMLACA based BEM uses 56% less 
memory in the far block interactions and 32% less CPU time per iteration than the MLACA 
based BEM, while at 50 kHz the corresponding reduction is 40% and 23%. At 30 kHz, the 
relative differences of the impedance changes between the BEM and the TMLACA based 
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BEM in the real and imaginary parts are 0.37% and 0.64%, while that at 50 kHz are 0.32% and 
0.046%, respectively.  
The third case considered is that of a single turn coil symmetrically located above a 
conducting sphere as shown in Figure 4.12. The incident electromagnetic field by a single turn 
coil is shown in Section 4.4.1. We consider the case where the excitation frequency is 10 kHz, 
the radius of single turn coil cr  is 0.1 m, the radius of the conducting sphere 1  is 0.1 m, and 
the axial distance between the coil and the surface of the sphere h  is 0.01 m. 2 cr   is 
10 with the skin depth   is 0.014 m, the conductivity is 0.13 MS/m and the relative 
permeability is 1.  
Table 5.5 shows the memory requirement, the CPU time and the impedance changes 
achieved by the analytical method, the BEM, the ACA based BEM, the MLACA based BEM 
and the TMLACA based BEM. The edge size of the triangular mesh is about two third of the 
skin depth. The number of unknowns is 13,544. The tolerance for the MLACA is 310   and 
the threshold value 1  of the TMLACA is 
410 . The number of levels is 3 with the box size 
for edges around 640 at level 2 and around 90 at level 3, and for patches around 430 at level 2 
and around 60 at level 3. Based on the criteria, we adaptively apply 1 and 2 stages MLACA to 








Table 5.5   Compare the impedance changes calculated by the MLACA/TMLACA/ACA based 
BEM, with the one from the analytical method, and the memory and the CPU time requirement 
for the case of a single turn coil above the conducting sphere. 
 Impedance Change 
( m  ) 
Memory 
Requirement (MB) 
CPU Time per 
Iteration (s) 
Analytical Method [60] 0.5216-1.614j n/a n/a 
BEM 0.5190-1.620j 2799 0.48 
ACA 0.5190-1.620j 1180 0.178 
MLACA 0.5190-1.620j 980 0.142 
TMLACA 0.5205-1.621j 624 0.085 
 
 From Table 5.5, the relative differences of the impedance change between the 
numerical and the analytical methods are smaller than 1%. The MLACA based BEM needs 
35% memory of the BEM and uses 17% less memory than the ACA based BEM. For the 
memory cost of the far block interactions and the CPU time per iteration, the TMLACA based 
BEM uses 74% and 40% less than the MLACA based BEM.  
The comparison of the normalized impedance changes against   for different ratios of 
1 cr  and ch r  calculated by the analytical method [60], the BEM and the TMLACA based 
BEM are shown in Figure 5.11. The points on the curves correspond to 1,...,10  , where the 
lowest point on each curve corresponds to 10  . The relative differences are smaller than 1% 






(a) Comparison of the normalized impedance changes against   for three values of 
1 cr  with 0.1ch r  . 
 
(b) Comparison of the normalized impedance changes against   for three values of 
ch r  with 1 0.1cr  . 
Figure 5.11   (a) Comparison of the normalized impedance changes against   for three values 
of 1 cr  with 0.1ch r  . (b) Comparison of the normalized impedance changes against   for 
three values of ch r  with 1 0.1cr  . The results are calculated by the analytical method, the 



















We also use this case to study the robustness and efficiency of the low frequency and 
high conductivity approximation as mentioned in Section 3.4.2. We compare the impedance 
changes calculated by the analytical method [60], the BEM of Stratton-Chu formula with and 
without the low frequency and high conductivity approximation as shown in Figure 5.12. The 
conductivity of the sphere is 1 M S/m, the radius of single turn coil cr  is 10 mm, the radius of 
the conducting sphere 1  is 8 mm, and the axial distance between the coil and the surface of 
the sphere h  is 1 mm.  
From Figure 5.12, a good agreement can be observed between the analytical method 
and the BEM of Stratton-Chu formula without the low frequency and high conductivity 
approximation. The BEM of Stratton-Chu formula with the low frequency and high 
conductivity approximation works for the frequency up to several MHz for the case of the 
conductivity with several MS/m.  
The advantage for the BEM of the Stratton-Chu formula with the low frequency and 
high conductivity approximation is that it needs less number of unknowns ( 2 e pN N ) as 
compared with the one without the approximation ( 2 2e pN N ). The good agreement between 
the analytical method and the BEM of the Stratton-Chu formula with the low frequency and 
high conductivity approximation at low frequency range shows the robustness and efficiency 




(a) Comparison of the resistance changes against the frequency. 
 
(b) Comparison of the reactance changes against the frequency. 
Figure 5.12   The impedance changes, calculated by the analytical method, the BEM of 
Stratton-Chu formula with and without the low frequency and high conductivity 
approximation, against frequency. (a) Comparison of the resistance changes against the 















Having demonstrated the accuracy of the proposed method, the performance of the 
MLACA based BEM and the TMLACA based BEM will be presented in this section. We 
select the case with the coil inside the borehole which does not have the naturally null matrices 
issue to show the complexity of the MLACA. The frequency is 5 kHz and the skin depth is 7.8 
mm. The infinite long borehole is truncated with the height around 62 mm and the edge size 
of the triangular mesh varies from 0.1 to 0.5 times the skin depth.  
Based on the criteria, we adaptively apply 1, 2 and 3 stages MLACA to different 
operators at different levels with the tolerance 210 .   The threshold value 1  of the 
TMLACA is 410 .  All the results are achieved with the relative differences of the impedance 
changes between the full matrix method, the MLACA based BEM and the TMLACA based 
BEM are smaller than 1%. The complexity of memory requirement for all the near, the 
diagonal and the near far block interactions and the CPU time are shown in Figure 5.13 (a) and 
(b), respectively. The accuracy relates to the number of unknowns per skin depth is shown in 











(a) Memory requirement. 
 
 




























(c) Relative differences of the impedance changes against the number of unknowns per 
skin depth. 
Figure 5.13   Performance of MLACA and TMLACA based BEM. (a) Memory requirement. (b) 
CPU time per iteration. (c) Relative differences of the impedance changes against the number 
of unknowns per skin depth. Fixed geometry, decrease the mesh size to get more number of 
unknowns. Comparison between the full matrix (BEM), the MLACA based BEM and the 
TMLACA based BEM for the case of the coil carrying a current with frequency at 5 kHz inside 
the borehole. The number of unknowns is approximately from 2,000 to 50,000.  
 
In Figure 5.13, we plot the memory requirement and the CPU time per iteration for the 
full matrix method (BEM), the MLACA based BEM and the TMLACA based BEM for the 
case of the coil inside the borehole with the number of unknowns approximately from 2,000 
to 50,000. For the electrically small problems, the complexity of the memory requirement and 
the CPU time for the full matrix method is  2O N  while that for the MLACA based BEM is 
 logO N N  which agrees well with [36,37]. The rule, that at least 2 unknowns per skin depth, 
leads to good accuracy. The more number of unknowns per skin depth, the more accuracy 
achieves. 
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It is shown in the figure that the MLACA based BEM only needs an average 32% of 
the memory requirement and 36% of the CPU time of the BEM. Also, the MLACA based BEM 
uses average 21% memory and 16% CPU time less than the ACA based BEM. For the cost of 
the far block interactions, the TMLACA based BEM uses average 21% less memory than the 
MLACA based BEM, and average 63% less memory than the ACA based BEM. For overall 
performance, the TMLACA based BEM uses average 12% memory, 12% matrix filling time 
and 13% CPU time per iteration less than the MLACA based BEM, and average 33% in 
memory, 31% matrix filling time and 30% CPU time per iteration less than the ACA based 
BEM. Among all these methods, the TMLACA based BEM requires the least memory 














5.5 Summary  
In this chapter, the multilevel adaptive cross approximation algorithm with the 
truncated integral kernels (TMLACA) is proposed to accelerate the BEM for the 3D arbitrary 
shaped eddy current NDE problems. We found the criteria for different operators to optimize 
the performance of the TMLACA. By adaptively applying the multi-stage (level) algorithm 
based on the criteria determined, the TMLACA based BEM can improve the efficiency while 
keeping the accuracy as compared with the traditional MLACA based BEM for the eddy 
current problems with the large solution domain. Several practical 3D arbitrary shaped ECT 
cases are analyzed. The numerical results calculated by the TMLACA based BEM are 
compared with the BEM, the ACA based BEM, the MLACA based BEM, the analytical 
method, the semi-analytical method, and the experiments. Both good accuracy and efficiency 
of the TMLACA are observed for all the cases. The proposed high performance method can 
be applied as the fast predictions for the eddy current NDE problems.  
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CHAPTER 6.    CONCLUSIONS 
In this dissertation, we present the efficient analytical and numerical modeling for 
nondestructive evaluation. The fast modeling or simulation can not only reduce the time cost 
for the experiment, but also provide accurate predictions for the NDE/T problems.  
In the first part of this dissertation, an efficient analytical model is developed to 
simulate a multilayered biaxial anisotropic material with different orientations, which is a 
popular structure in composites that are widely used in aerospace industry, by using effective 
medium theory. The multilayered anisotropic medium with different rotations is analyzed 
based on transmission line theory to derive the reflection and transmission coefficients in the 
matrix form. An equivalent model is used to extract the effective permittivity, permeability, 
and orientation angle for the multilayered biaxial anisotropic medium. Analytical expressions 
for the effective parameters and orientation angle are derived with the low frequency (LF) limit. 
The model also gives a non-magnetic effective anisotropic layer if each layer is the non-
magnetic anisotropic dielectric. A good agreement is achieved by comparing the effective 
parameters extracted with and without the low frequency approximation. We show that the 
frequency independent equivalent model is valid for frequency up to 10 GHz.  
 In the second part of this dissertation, numerically, the adaptive cross approximation 
(ACA) and the multilevel adaptive cross approximation (MLACA) algorithms are presented 
to accelerate the boundary element method (BEM) for the 3D eddy current nondestructive 
evaluation (NDE) problems involving arbitrary shapes. The Stratton-Chu formula, which does 
not have the low frequency breakdown issues, has been selected for modeling. A low frequency 
and high conductivity approximation has been applied to the Stratton-Chu formula to decrease 
the number of unknowns. The robustness and efficiency of this approximation are 
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demonstrated. The equivalent electric and magnetic surface currents are expanded with Rao-
Wilton-Glisson (RWG) vector basis functions while the normal component of the magnetic 
field is expanded with pulse basis functions. The ACA algorithm has the advantage of purely 
algebraic and kernel independent. The MLACA compresses the rank deficient matrices with 
the ACA and the butterfly algorithm. We improve the efficiency of the MLACA by truncating 
the integral kernels after a certain distance and applying the multi-stage (level) algorithm 
adaptively based on the criteria for different operators to further decrease the memory and the 
CPU time requirements while keeping almost the same accuracy comparing with the traditional 
MLACA. The proposed method is especially helpful to deal with the large solution domain 
issue of the BEM for the eddy current problems. Numerical predictions are compared with the 
analytical, the semi-analytical predictions and the experimental results for the 3D eddy current 
NDE problems of practical interest to demonstrate the robustness and the efficiency of the 
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APPENDIX.  LOW FREQUENCY LIMIT FOR MULTILAYERED ANISOTROPIC 
MEDIA WITH ROTATIONS 
For the low frequency limit, we follow a procedure similar to the isotropic case in [13]. 
When 1np nd  , applying Taylor series expansion to (2.14) and (2.19) and taking the first-
order approximation yield Equation Chapter 1 Section 1 
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where  
  diag ,n rny rnx rnx rny         (A.5) 
In deriving (A.4) we use relations  if both  and  are diagonal, and 
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Using (2.15) and (A.2) again, we have 
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Submitting (A.7) into (2.12) yields 
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Following the steps from (A.4) to (A.8) recursively with a form 
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Because 0 00, O I  , we have the low frequency limit of the input impedance 
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Submitting (A.18) into (A.17), we have the low frequency limit of the total reflection 
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where 
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Finally, each component of the reflection and transmission matrices is given for low 
frequency limit as shown in (2.41) (2.42). 
